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Abstract 

We are rapidly moving towards a world where internet is tangled with the billions of everyday IoT devices 

such as cars, light bulbs, security locks. However, the recent large-scale Mirai attacks that turned the IoT 

devicesinto bots and used in major security attacks like DDoS, proved the major damage by insecure IoT 

devices. In order to deploy IoT devices in an end-user’s network, it is important to know whether the 

security of those devices is sufficient or not. So there is a requirement ofIoT device certification as a method 

of ensuring that the devices are at a base level of security and this can help to find unsafe devices. It is 

required to have some formal specifications or guidelines to certify a device against with. So the recently 

became RFC Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) which describes the services a device should have, 

can make this a promising starting point. It can be a promising starting point to perform compliance testing 

in an automated way to provide a device certification.Therefore, we present an adaptive test architecture to 

evaluate whether MUD can be used perform automated compliance testing. 

In order to achieve compliance testing, it is important to check whether it is possible to map and compare the 

actual network behavior of a device with the defined communications in itsMUD. Moreover, to demonstrate 

MUD based automated security testing of devices, a testing architecture is designed and developed. The 

contributed architecture demonstrates to what degree MUD can be used for providing certification to the 

devices. Finally, the evaluation of implemented test architecture is performed to review its capability for 

providing certification to the device with a basis to automated security testing. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is growing rapidly, and a number of devices will be reaching billions over the 

next decade [5]. These increased numbers of networked devices translate to increased value in the many 

different IoT application domains. These application domains include, for example, home automation and 

health care networks [10,11]. Yet along with the increased value comes with the increased security threats, 

as already demonstrated by many IoT security breaches such as BrickerBot and Persirai attack[13]. 

Compromise of a network device cannot only harm the services of this device but also threaten the local 

network and the internet at large.[2] For instance, the Mirai [14] botnet infected many IoT devices and used 

them to flood DNS provider Dyn [22] with a DDoS attack [37]. 

We have to find suitable solutions for ensuring the security of IoT. Certification plays an important role in 

achieving safety and security in different domains, from avionics to food production and, while difficult to 

achieve for IoT, it still an important step that must be taken[49]Part of this certification is the certification of 

the IoT devices themselves. In order to assess a device with respect to security, it is necessary to test it 

against its specification and  relevant guidelines. 

The Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) specification proposed by Lear et al [4] can be used by a 

manufacturer of a device to specify a network policy capturing its intended network behavior. This makes it 

a possibly interesting target for certification, even though MUD was initially intended to allow enforcement 

by using network security utilities like a firewall [5].  Testing a device’s actual network behavior against the 

policy provided by its MUD specification allows certifying it is offering the correct services.  

IoT includes a vast range of different devices. Automation of the testing for the certification approach would 

significantly ease the overall certification process, helping to lower effort and costs of certifying a device. 

Having more certified options at a lower cost will help adoption of the security tested devices in the market. 

In addition to that, certified devices offer a reduced attack surface, thus increasing their adoption help in 

improving the network security. Such automation is difficult for vastly different IoT devices but may still be 

applicable to many devices with similar testing requirements. 

 

1.1 Problem Description 
 

MUD specification provides capability to define an intended network behavior of a device to function 

properly. There is a possibility to have a gap between device’s intended network behavior and the one 

defined in its MUD specification. Therefore, it is essential to provide compliance testing to ensure 

thatdevice adheres to its MUD specification. Moreover, Blackmer acknowledged that just because a device 

has a MAC address and IP address, it should not communicate with every other device in a network [16]. 

Therefore, it is necessary to answer the question “It can, but should it?” For example, a refrigerator is 

required to send a list of products in stock to user’s mobile phone and not to communicate with any other 

device in a network [18]. 

Certificating MUD compliance of the devices require testing them and as a huge number of different IoT 

devices are entering the market, manual testing and certification is laborious effort. Automation of at least 

part of this testing could greatly reduce this effort. Automated testing can play a vital role to provide better a 

testing framework for the devices. It can increase the depth and scope of this testing framework and these 

testing resultswill offer an important step towards the certification of the devices.To achieve this compliance 

testing and certification benefit, however, the MUD specification should provide enough information to 

allow useful certification. As MUD was designed to improve security by defining policy for a device, but 

not with certification in mind, it is not evident that it provides all the needed information. However, we 
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analyze MUD specification to get the required information to achieve compliance testing for a device’s 

certification. 

 

 

1.2 Research question 
 

Goal of this thesis is to analyze whether MUD can be useful in overall certification testing and to what 

extent this testing can be automated.  To achieve this goal, the following questions will be answered first: 

(Q1) Which building blocks are required to achieve the security testing for certification using MUD and 

device’s network behavior? 

(Q2) How to automatically map and compare MUD specifications with the network behavior of a device? 

(Q3) How far can MUD compliance and vulnerability testing is automated and to what degree can it benefit 

the certification of a device? 

 

 

1.3 Structure 

 

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: Section 2 provides Preliminaries and related work 

required to understand this research. Section 3 describes the basic architecture comprising building blocks 

for security testing environment and essential selections made for this thesis. Section 4 defines decisions 

made for vulnerability testing library by analyzing frameworks and guidelines. Chapter 5 demonstrates an 

example implementation achieved by developing each building block of the basic architecture. Moreover, 

Chapter 6 provides evaluation of test results and test setup. Furthermore, Chapter 7 provides discussion, and 

it concludes this thesis. 
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2. Preliminaries and Related Work 
 

We have formulated our problem statement in the previous section. This section provides information on a 

number of preliminary concepts that will be used throughout this thesis. 

Section 2.1 describes MUD specification which is used for security testing and certification. Moreover,it 

explains what problems MUD is intended to solve and how it is used in this thesis. Current IoT 

developments, attacks, and its impact on overall internet security are described in Section 2.2. It is important 

to understand the current IoT threats and whether there are any successful ways to tackle those threats.The 

IoT certification requirements and importance are described in Section 2.3.Furthermore, there are different 

frameworks and guidelines available for IoT security and those are used to define testing criteria for 

vulnerability testing. Therefore, Section 2.4describes existing IoT security frameworks to get more insight 

about the current frameworks.In Section 2.5, importance of automation testing for certification and available 

different automation techniques are described.  

 

2.1 MUD 
 

The MUD is anInternet Engineering Steering Group(IESG) approved standard and recently became an RFC. 

MUD specification is required to provide by manufacturer, because he/she has the best knowledge about 

what network services are required by the devices to function. It is mainly applicable to devices having a 

specific and limited purpose [4]. The idea behind MUD is thatonce an IoT device connects to a network, the 

device tells the network what kind of networkactivities it needs to perform.For example, a lightbulb which 

has a specified purpose to illuminate a room should not be allowed to communicate with other devices in the 

network. Therefore,the manufacturer has to provide an access list having access patterns that can allow or 

restrict the communication between two or more devices in a network.  These access patterns are network 

services defining communication of a device and a list containing these services is known as a MUD profile 

of that device [4]. For example, a printer may use various standard printing protocols such as the Internet 

Printing Protocol (IPP)[15], and a proprietary protocol, but it is extremely unlikely to use routing protocols 

such as the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [17]. So the printer’s MUD profile is expected to have access 

pattern for IPP but not for BGP. MUD profiles of the devices installed in a network will define their network 

behavior. This potentially improves the protection of the device against unauthorized access and other 

possible attacks.MUD drafts versions specifies the developments happened during its updates and now it is 

become an RFC standard in March 2019. Figure 2.1 shows how rapidly the updates for MUD draft versions 

have occurred, especially in 2018 [4].Moreover, to ensure that the solution can also be feasible for the many 

already deployed devices and services, this model does not change the existing device lifecycle.[4] 

 

Figure 2.1: Development timeline for MUD draft versions and RFC8520 
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2.1.1 MUD Syntax 

 

MUD contains network access list attributes for a device such as protocol, port number, communication 

direction and permission for that communication. A MUD file is produced by manufacturers and it consists 

of a Yet another Next Generation (YANG)[7]data model represented as a JSON object. YANG is a data 

model for the establishment of 'Access Control Lists'. The MUD specification also explains about the 

YANG schema such as ‘ietf-acldns’ and it is limited to the serialization of only those schemas. JSON offers 

more compactness and readability relative to XML and therefore current draft is using JSON format. Figure 

2.2 shows an example of YANG model in JSON format of MUD profile of a device. Format used for 

YANG model is given in Appendix A. 

+ 

Figure 2.2: An example of MUD profile 

 

MUD specification’s main goal suggests that it can be used for IoT intrusion detection and to manage access 

control in a network. However, MUD can also be helpful for security certification due to its characteristics. 

After approved as an RFC, MUD will be provided by the device manufacturers and can be used to evaluate 

and certify the device security[4]. Therefore, MUD can be used to get the device specifications from the 

manufacturer. This specification has ability to provide a common ground to multiple devices. Now to 

contribute for a strong requirement of IoT device certifications, we decided to perform testing using MUD. 
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Due to its capabilities, MUD specification is always an interesting topic for IoT device manufacturers, 

service operators and security researchers. As MUD provides intended behavior of a device in the network, 

this will automatically add restrictions on other unintended network traffic. Recently, multiple IoT attacks 

demonstrated with a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks and therefore, organizations and companies 

such as National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and SIDN [67] focus on evaluating MUD to 

use it to mitigate DDoS attacks[14]. These studies and investigations are focused on deploying MUD 

architecture and generating MUD profile in a network scenario and then evaluate its usefulness. 

2.1.2Recent MUD Research and Developments 

As MUD provides a different approach for IoT device security, various investigations and experimental 

developments are taking place. It is considered to be used in work such as MUD architecture prototype 

development, automatically MUD profile generation, its applicability in the actual network environment and 

MUD based attack preventions. 

• MUD architecture:  

MUD RFC provides an architecture and its components to demonstrate how this can work within 

current network scenario. Figure 2.3 shows the components involved in MUD’s architecture in a home 

or small business network. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3 MUD architecture 

 

 

In its simple workflow, when a Thing (IoT device) connects to a network, it sends a MUD URL to the router 

or switch. Furthermore, router send that request to the MUD manager and then using that specified 

URL,MUD manager redirects request to get a device’s MUD profile to MUD File Server.This file server 

sends MUD profile of that requested device and MUD manager provides it to the network router. MUD 

profile a policy that defines services with access control list, therefore, that MUD profile gets enforced in the 

network. Then that Thing can send or receive intended traffic as per its profile services. It is possible that 

MUD manager is incorporated with the network device itselflike router. Otherwise it can be an 

independentdevice within a local network which connects between network device and MUD file server[4]. 

To demonstrate the successful applicability of MUD architecture in the actual network environment,many 

researchers developed logical MUD architecture with MUD manager. This includes an implementation of 

SDN-MUD[45] by NIST with full set of MUD defines access control list and including its components. 

Also,other companies and institutes are focusing on building MUD architecture components like the MUD 

manager. For example, the  osMUD [66] community provides an open source MUD manager for companies 

to test MUD with consumer deployments. YIKES![65]focuses on small business and consumer network 

security. It contributes to the osMUD MUD manager implementing its methods to automatically identify 

and group devices into micro-segments to provide isolation between the groups. 
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• MUD Profile Generation Tools: 

 

MUD specification is supposed to obtain by the manufacturers as they design and develop device, 

therefore, they understand what should be the intended behavior of a device to work appropriately. 

Whenever this MUD specification become a standard recommendation to the devices, manufacturers 

have to provide MUD profile of their respective devices.[4]There is a possibility of manufacturers 

developing MUD profile generation tools or using open source tools. Also many researches trying to 

assist manufacturers to automatically generate MUD profiles for their devices.[5,42] A good example of 

MUD generator tool is MUDgee [3] which provides experimental automatically generated MUD profiles 

for different devices. This open source tool takes a device’s traffic traces as an input and offers 

automatically generated MUD profile which defines device’s network behavior.So once MUD 

specification become a mandatory recommendation for the devices, there will be a rush of different 

MUD profile generation tools in the market. These automatically generated tools might create problems 

like not generating consistent MUD profile of a device and this will fail the MUD model, because any 

inconsistent MUD profile used for a device will createproblems with device communications. Therefore, 

it is necessary to validate that automatically generated MUD profile before installing it in the device’s 

network.Our thesis can also help manufacturers to validate their profiles before releasing those for their 

devices.Other parties working with MUD, such as SIDN [67], YIKES!are also working on (proprietary) 

MUD profile generation tools. 

 

• MUD based attack preventions: 

IoT attacks are continuously growing and providing attackers ability to launch different attacks like 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack and devices such as baby monitor, smart lights have been 

hacked.[43] A DDoS attack involves various computers or devices situated in remote locations and 

sending repetitive requests to the server, so that it gets overloaded and will become inaccessible to the 

users. So this attack has a large impact on any business or banking institutions. The devices used for 

this attack are observed to be with less baseline security, without security assessment and with different 

flaws. As we discuss the MUD capabilities, it can be helpful if it is possible to restrict the unintended 

traffic for that device and this will help to mitigate DDoS attack. Therefore, NIST investigates how 

MUD can help to address this challenge.[44]In order to mitigate network related attacks, National 

Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE) is working on a draft that can provide MUD based 

guidelines[46].  

 

2.2 IoT Attacks and Security 
 

IoT security threats and attacks can rise as the IoT devices become more common place. In 2016, the first 

noticeable wave of IoT security attacks brought down different internet services. For instance, Mirai botnet 

attack [14] managed to disrupt an array of the internet’s services using a distributed denial of service 

(DDOS) attack on DNS provider. Due to Mirai attack’s support to the IPv4 targets, it spreads to the wider 

network range and it affected the services such as telecoms, political websites, game servers.  

However, Hajime botnet attack also infected unsecure IoT devices using similar Mirai-likeTelnet open ports 

and default passwords, but it did not perform any malicious activity. The Security Research Group (SRG) at 

Rapidity Networks, Inc. believes that this attack was to masquerade Mirai attack so that security 

professionals can will dismiss this attack. This Hajime botnet attack also demonstrated the common 

attacking platform using network services which can easily infect multiple devices.[69] Moreover, 
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the Persirai[13] botnet hacked into multiple IoT devices — in this case mainly Internet Protocol (IP) 

cameras — and transformed the devices into botnets. Its code is easily accessible and adaptable, which 

makes it harder to prevent its effects and attackers reused this code to perform multiple attacks.As these 

attacks have shown poor IoT security, in addition to IoT devices and services, also threatens the internet as a 

whole. 

Due to these attacks, some countries already worry about IoT security threats and trying to take steps to 

mitigate the risks. For example, Germany recently banned an IoTdoll that was caught listening and 

recording conversations.[51] An international group of IT professionals met at the IoT Security Foundation 

(IoTSF)[14] to brainstorm about solutions for IoT security attacks.Yet, IoT security is hard to achieve. 

The IoT setting comes with a wide range of security challenges. For one, the general IoT model comprises 

many elements; Things (i.e. devices, sensors, etc.), local network (i.e. connected cars, local network in home 

etc.), global network, cloud services, controlling devices, etc. The devices themselves present several 

challenges as they are heterogeneous (implying hard to manage), come in huge numbers (DDoS attacks), 

may have few resources (limiting options for protection)and ubiquitously present (privacy risk).  

To achieve IoT security is it necessary to understand and handle those IoT security challenges. This requires 

considering different aspects of IoT such as architecture, lifecycle phases, components, device type, 

hardware, risk assessment, etc. The heterogeneity both in devices and perspectives makes security of IoT 

difficult to achieve with a single approach or guideline to cover all the security aspects [56]. Also, assessing 

an IoT device’s security cannot be done in isolation. IoT framework can include sections like edge, cloud, 

gateway and all sections should be assessed for the considerable security [40].There are different approaches 

of providing security to IoT devices by using existing work or designing and developing new methods. IoT 

security related research also demonstrate that it is extremely difficult to combine everyessential scenario to 

ensure the security of the device[41]. Thus not all IoT security challenges can be covered in a single thesis. 

In the discussion below we thus focus on the topics that fit this work; providing certification, restricting 

device usage, and securing the network and only shortly cover other topics. In particular, we consider 

network communications of a device as a focus area for providing security testing using MUD based testing 

approach. Clearly these measures by themselves are not enough for securing complete IoT environment, but 

they can form an important step in securing IoT.  

Moreover considering overall IoT architecture, UK government recommends security by design approach to 

ensure security of the device in its phases like development, recycling, updates, etc.[54] These initiatives are 

essential to validate device security in the end-user’s network. Using ETSI and ISO standards, the Armour 

project [68] aims to offer an initial description by considering device lifecycle phases. It basically 

demonstrates how their solution deals with the dynamicity of a device. Its  main focus is on dynamicity in 

terms of changes after deployment of the device such  as patch, update or when threat detected for a 

device[50].These solutions address overall IoT architecture security building on secure IoT devices.  

Detailed discussion on this is out of scope for this thesis where we aim at aiding the certification of the IoT 

devices themselves. These solutions provide general security requirements for multiple IoT device types. 

There are security solutions that consider individual or combination of aspects to build, maintain, recycle 

and end-life of the IoT devices. Some of these solutions concentrate on hardware security by providing 

framework and guidelines to develop and maintain secure IoT applications and devices.[57]Moreover 

technologies used to develop IoT device are important to check whether those are validated. These 

technologies include various applications, communication protocols, network, hardware objects which 

should be secured to use for any device[58].For example, using securely defined application protocols for 

device communication.  

Our focus is on network security of a device, which specifically involves network services defining 

communication of the devices. So we consider the solutions to check whether the devices offer 

itsintendednetwork services. In order to define theintendedservices for a device, a policy is required which 

https://www.sdxcentral.com/articles/news/mirai-botnet-now-government-involved/2016/10/
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/02/17/515775874/banned-in-germany-kids-doll-is-labeled-an-espionage-device
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outlines the network access rules[55].Policy enforcement is an important part of any network security and 

this thesis focuses on network based testing. However, policy enforcement is not suitable with different 

network security solutions. For example, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and Intrusion Prevention  

System (IPS) can improve network service discovery and help to refine the traffic policies of a device. 

However, policy enforcement using IDS/IPS is highly unsuitable for the small IoT networks like home 

network[52].Therefore we focus on MUD that provides a lightweight approach to offer policy enforcing 

using its specification.This motivates to use MUD for network level security of the devices with compliance 

testing of a device using MUD (see Section 3).  

Furthermore, in network communications, some solutions, e.g. [53], try to detect vulnerable local interfaces 

of devices for attacking those using different attacks, for instance, detecting IoT devices with HTTP local 

interfaces in order to access devices using DNS rebinding attack.Here, HTTPis just one example of an  

interface that can be vulnerable, but this solution of [53] demonstrates a way to detect a local interface. 

Therefore, detecting more vulnerable interfaces using open ports can broaden the testing coverage. While 

selecting tests, we include detection of the vulnerable local interfaces using open port vulnerabilities(see 

Section 4).Moreover, there are vulnerability databases available such as common vulnerabilities and 

exposures (CVE) by MITRE [70] which provides potential source for additional testing i.e. vulnerability 

testing.So testing for the network based vulnerabilities are thus a useful addition to compliance testing – we 

thus consider how this can be combined with compliance testing (see Section 3 on architecture and Section 4 

and creating vulnerability tests). 

 

2.3 IoT Certification 
 

Certification of the IoT devices gives a sense of assurance to developers, retailers, and consumers that the 

devices are built on a solid secure foundation. There are different IoT certification approach and process for 

the devices and that help to understand the coverage of testing. For instance, CTIA provides ‘Cybersecurity 

Certification Test Plan for IoT Devices’ defining testing requirements of the devices.[48] Security features 

like authentication, access control, threat monitoring are considered for its approach. It is also possible to 

consider security frameworks, explained in further section 2.4 to understand best practices and guidelines to 

define baseline security. Therefore, a device can be certified against those required guidelines. However, 

there are variety of frameworks, features or guidelines and each of them defines different aspect and 

requirements of device’s security and those have to be tested for each device. Therefore, it is difficult find a 

common platform that includes every aspect of security to certify a device. So it is necessary to focus on a 

specific area to contribute to the overall certification process.  

Certification provides priority to the devices that are validated against strong basis for security. These 

certifications are mainly provided to the devices before exposing those to the market and therefore, we 

consider these as a pre-certification of the devices and we refer the same term in this thesis. IoT pre-

certification offers a set of compliance to the specified security requirements that ensure parameters such as 

durability and reduced attack surface. Also, by gaining security pre-certification to the devices, 

manufacturers can promote their devices with a commitment of the best product. Due to increased cyber 

risks and insecure IoT devices in the market, many countries like USA, Germany, and France are working 

on the national certification schemes. These approach also bring a higher level of cyber confidence to the 

buyers and users. 

Certification involves different processes and risk assessment of the devices and therefore, there are 

increasing number of efforts to provide security certification. There are initiatives such as 

OCF[61],ECSO[59] and CC[60], that consider IoT certificationand it focuses on interoperability despite 

security measures rather than certifying security of devices themselves. 
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Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) publishes the open standards for improving IoT interoperability. It 

offers different certification models such as specific testing and certification and UPnP certification. This is 

related to network security of a device, but focusing on interconnectivity of the devices [61].European Cyber 

Security Organization (ECSO)[59] provides state of the art about potential standards, guidelines for 

evaluating overall security of an organization, a critical infrastructure, a service provider, product or 

component, an ICT service. This is more applicable to multiple products, components or services 

certification and it shows how difficult it is to provide common ground for the certification. Other security 

certification standard includes Common Criteria (CC) which is given with the security functional and 

assurance requirements with respect to software, firmware and hardware.[60]It describes the recommended 

tasks that have to be followed but does not provide procedures to achieve that tasks. However, these 

certification standards and frameworks demonstrates need of more certification approach to cover the 

required components and processes in depth and focusing to solve one problem like access control. So to 

provide a certification with respect to network security of a device, we use MUD specification. We use these 

studied frameworks, standards and guidelines to provide some parts to base our compliance testing and 

vulnerability testing.  

The Platform Security Architecture (PSA) [71] Certification provides common ground rules and more 

economic approach to build secure IoT devices. It considers IoT chips, operating system and devicesfor 

security evaluation of the ARM based devices. However, this certification only covers hardware related 

components and processes of the IoT security. Therefore, it is necessary to focus on other certification 

building blocks such as authentication methods, updates, network communications. ARMOUR project 

defines system level approach to provide certification to the devices and also its analysis about the available 

frameworks help for this thesis to select appropriate standards and frameworks for testing. As we can 

observe that there is a need to evaluate security of a device and provide some metrics to evaluate it. This 

also states that there is lack of certification process for IoT devices. This project identifies challenges for 

certification and some of those like lack of comparability of security certification and system-level 

approachwe address using our testing architecture. It focuses on large-scale IoT devices, however our testing 

architecture is applicable for network security related certification using MUD specification.  

Therefore, to contribute to this grand scheme of security pre-certification of IoT devices, we focus on a 

small part of the security testing using MUD specification. MUD is a new specification and there is a strong 

possibility that it will become a standardized recommendation for the IoT devices. Thus, security testing 

using MUD can provide one of the required blocks for the overall IoT certification.[41]   

 

2.4Security Frameworks and Guidelines 
 

As discussed in Section 2.2 different attacks, vulnerabilities and threats apply to the IoT devices. As such it 

is essential to consider IoT device security. There are several relevant communities, standards and 

publications. Some such asOpen Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [20,21], National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST)[25], and GSM Association (GSMA) [26] provide general frameworks 

and guidelines that also apply to IoT security. Some others are specifically focused on IoT such as IoT 

Security Foundation (IoTSF) [23] and papers[63, 64]recommend a list of minimum requirements that can be 

followed by manufacturers and developers to make the devices more secure. 

Below we use these frameworks and guidelines as a foundation on which we build pre-certification. This 

coverer MUD compliance testing. Vulnerability testing based on vulnerability databases,like The National 

Vulnerability Database (NVD) [62], run by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), is an 

important recommended step in  assessing device’s security. As such, vulnerabilities testing is also an 

important part of pre-certification.  
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In the remainder of this section we explain the frameworks, best practices and guidelines that are used for 

testing. 

 

2.4.1 Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP): 
 

OWASP framework provides guidelines for testing and analyzing IoT devices and applications. It offers 

categorization with respect to tester guidance considering Insecure Web Interface and Insecure Network 

Services. It also has different guidelines for manufacturers, consumers and vendors and also for network 

components such as edge, cloud, gateway, and mobile. For selecting testcases, we considered Attack Surface 

[19], Tester IoT Security Guidance [20] and Framework Assessment guidelines [23]. These considered areas 

are mapped and then it offers contextual and prescriptive guideline for selecting tests. 
 

 

2.4.2 IoT Security Foundation (IoTSF):  

 
IoTSF offers anIoT Security ComplianceFramework which provides guidelines for an organization to help 

with assurance process and collect structured evidence to demonstrate conformance with best practices for 

IoT security. This framework is very useful in this thesis with compliance applicability of Web User 

Interface, and Device Wired and Wireless Interfaces. Moreover, it offers different classes to apply an 

appropriate level of security using products requirements. The given requirements helped to choose specific 

testcases after analyzing common device requirements.[23] 

 

2.4.3 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST): 

 

NISToffers standards, guidelines and tools to develop and assess IoT devices. It mainly focuses on the 

lifecycle of a device and its processes. It is used to understand lifecycle technical processes having 

validation, transition and verification guidelines. Using these guidelines, we tried to analyze the design and 

processes of the experimental devices and defining testcases for them. Testing can be done entirely using 

NIST system engineering guidelines, but in this thesis our focus is on the certification of a device after 

manufacturing. Therefore, many of the guidelines are not applicable for this thesis[25]. 

 

 

2.4.4 Global System for Mobile Communications Association (GSMA): 

 

IoT Security Guidelines is mainly categorized into three parts as for Service Ecosystem, Endpoint 

Ecosystems and Network Operators.To understand the priority of security tests and security model, 

guidelines for network operators is used and that also provides top level security guidelines for IoT security. 

Manufacturers can use GSMA guidelines for complete assessment of IoT device. [26]. 
 

 

2.5Automated Testing 
 

As explained in Section 1, the rapid growth of IoT comes with many security risks, which makes IoT 

security testing and certification essential.  Given the large number of different devices, automation is very 

important to keep this process manageable.Automated testing is a reliable method, as it is performed by 

tools and scripts.While considering components and processes involved in security testing of a device 

areexhaustive, soautomation can ease the efforts of manual testing. This will also avoid human errors 

occurred due to manual testing. However, an IoT device is a set of different aspects such as network 

services, web/application services, cloud, hardware, memory etc. So, it is quite difficult to automate every 
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aspect involved in the IoT security, but we can lessen the security testing work by automating some of these 

aspects like network related services. Also automating security testing for the IoT devices is difficult 

because every device has different design, functionalities, and network requirements. But, MUD provides a 

common structureto specify the device behaviour and it can be applicable for different devices using MUD 

specifications[4].  

Some frameworks provide an ability to perform automatic testing of a device to provide more secure 

devices. Device Automated Qualification (DAQ) framework is designed to provide automated testing for the 

devices to execute operationalized testing considering development as well as security best practices.[47]To 

automate testing for MUD compliance, we studied DAQ framework, but this framework is not applicable 

here because of MUD considerations.  
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3. Basic Test-architecture for pre-certification security testing 
 

The latest thesis of IoT security testing and certification, as described in Section 2,providesvery extensive 

guidelines that are difficult to use with automation. TheMUD specification (Section 2.1) provides a formal 

method to manufacturers to define a behavioral profile of their devices. Due to its specification format and 

features, it can be used with automated applications to evaluate the devices’security.  Our goal is to evaluate 

whether MUD-based automated testing as pre-certification step can ease the devices’ certification. To 

achieve this, we perform MUD compliance testing using different limited purpose IoT devices.To this end, 

we describe in this section, a basic Test-architecture for MUD-based automated security testing. It provides 

different building blocks to achieve the MUD-based automated security testing. In later sections, we 

instantiate and evaluate this Test-architecture.  

Figure 3.1 illustrates the main building blocks of the architecture and their relations. The basic flow 

comprises: testing information gathered by parsing MUD profile, gathering device network traffic and 

identifying relevant potential security issues and related testing. These provide input to the automated testing 

tool which generates pre-certification results.It mainly includes input data for service extraction, 

vulnerability testcase library, processes and results generated from testing.  

 

 

 

 

  Figure 3.1: Basic Test-architecture for pre-certification security testing using MUD. 
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Figure 3.1 provides basic architecture for pre-certification security testing using MUD. This figure is a 

simple representation of a testing system in terms of input data, processes, database and result set. Each 

process has a specific responsibility by using and generating required data for other components.  Moreover, 

every module defines its section at theright bottom corner of a box that provides conceptual and detailed 

information about it.Using our Test-architecture, we define basic building blocks to achieve automated 

testing and those are mainly associated with the three entitieswhich are MUD profile, device’s network 

traffic and vulnerability tests. We obtain required information as a list of MUD Service description, a list of 

Extended Service Descriptions and V-Test library. We first collect this required information from the 

devices using NetFile packet collector and then this information is converted into Service Descriptions and 

Extended Service Descriptions using MUD parser and NetFile parser respectively.We also get a V-Test 

library by designing vulnerability tests.We use Test Creation module to extract the required network traffic 

for vulnerability testing.   

MUD is provided in a JSON format whereas the collected NetFile is a network traffic i.e. in PCAP format. 

So before running tests using Automated test tool, it is necessary to parse the required information in a 

suitable format. Therefore, we parsed the service information in the service description format for both the 

entities. So we get service description for MUD, extended service description for NetFile, so that 

comparison can be done between those to perform MUD compliance testing.  

MUD Profile Parser (Section 3.1):Automated MUD compliance tests evaluatewhether the specified MUD 

services are compliant with that device’s intended network behavior or not. To do this, it needs to know 

which services the device is meant to offer. Thus,the MUD profile parser extracts these services. 

NetFile Packet Collector and Parser(Section 3.2):IoT devices use services to communicate with remote 

cloud servers and local hosts. Therefore, we capture all the intended network traffic services in the form of a 

Network File (NetFile) from a device with its remote and local communication packets to compare it with 

MUD specifications. We collect this NetFile using NetFile packet collector and parse services using NetFile 

parser module. 

V-Test Library (Section 3.3):To get certified, devices need to meet certain security standards. With MUD 

specification it is possible to validate a device security using minimum security standards and this can play 

an important role in certification.Based on the IoT certification requirements in Section 2.3, therefore we 

add validation tests toV-Test library to perform this form of validation testing.The extracted services from 

MUD profile and NetFile are inputs for this validation testing.This testing results into a risk evaluation of a 

device with respect to provided security standards. 

Automated testing Tool (Section 3.4):The information generated by the components above, the services 

offered extracted from the MUD profile, the recorded network traffic and list of relevant tests are inputs to 

the Automated Test Tool.This tool generates final pre-certification results by running the selected testswith 

evaluation of a device using its MUD profile.Based on the requirements of executing tests, we specify test 

selection and execution steps to generate results for pre-certification. 

The following sections explain each component of the architecture in detail. 

 

3.1 MUD Profile Parser 
 

Depending on the functionality of a device, communication services are define in the MUD profile. These 

device-specific services make every MUD profile diverse and thenthe extraction of the required information 

becomes difficult. Therefore, the MUD Profile Parser component is introduced to parse the information 

regardless of device type and storesthe parsed information for the Automated Test Tool. The current MUD 
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Profile Parser is based on the available MUD specification and can be extended to support additional MUD 

structure improvements if needed. 

The given MUD specification describes a specific network behavior of a device using YANG model and this 

model offers a component that enhances the IETF description of an access list. As per the MUDdraft, this 

model provides adequate and accurate models, so that network devices can use it. MUD specifications use 

Access Control List (ACL) to define its communication services and these control list entries are represented 

using packet flow information such as source-destination address, source-destination port number, protocol, 

and payload. Therefore MUD parser uses this information as filters for parsing. So basically MUD profile 

contains a collection of access lists defining allowed services for that device.  

The detailed YANG model which is used in a MUD draft to define its services is explained in Appendix 

A.1. This model provides recommended standards defining its formatfor MUD specifications. Therefore, 

MUD profile must not use any other modules except the allowed by YANG model. Our MUD Profile Parser 

validate the structure of MUD specifications with respect to YANG model and deny the further processing 

of a MUD profile if it is not following the recommended YANG modules and filters. This validation can be 

done during profile generation process, but currently no standardized MUD profile generators are available 

in a market. So to check whether a MUD profile is consistent with the given specification format, it is 

important to validate its defined modules before starting with the testing.Section 5 describes implementation 

of a component MUD Profile Parser and its submodules such as YANG module specification checks. 

MUD parser uses MUD profile as an input to extract services of a device communication. A service is 

defined by its fields such as service name, protocol, direction, destination addressand port number. This 

service description is shown in below Figure 3.2.We specify its mandatory and optional fields to extract 

information from a MUD profile. 

 

Figure 3.2Service descriptions of the services that are extracting from a MUD profile 

Service Description (SD) is a set of values that we extract from a MUD profile service defined in the ACL. 

These values outline the service information based on the categorization with mandatory and optional basis. 

Mandatory values are available for every service defined in the MUD access control list and optional values 

are not necessarily available for every service.Mandatory and optional values are associated with each other  

and that depend on the service defined, for example a service TCP/443 of IPv4 communication, it will 

include acl_type_protocol: IPv4, direction: from, ace_protocol: TCP , port_number: 443. Therefore, every 

service choses optional descriptors as per the requirement of the service and remaining non-required 

descriptors will be stored as null. These values are used asthe service descriptors for further comparison 

toperform MUD compliance testing. 

Mandatory descriptors include acl_type_protocol and direction. Descriptor acl_type_protocol specifies 

communication type of IP and Ethernet describes as a type of the access list. This communication type is 
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defined as a policy that can be enforced on the given access list so that each service entry in that list will 

follow the same communication.Whereas the direction descriptor provides information whether that 

communication is an incoming or outgoing service.  

Furthermore, we need some optional descriptors specifying more information about the service. These 

optional descriptors include ace_protocol, port_number, in_out_server_address and ether_type. Here, 

ace_protocol matches a ‘protocol’ field from access list for a particular service, which defines IP protocol 

numbers, for instance, a descriptor for TCP protocol gives value 6 for IP communication.  Port_number is 

used to get port numbers used by TCP and UDP protocols for defining service used by them. An 

in_out_server_address descriptor provides source or destination address of the service with respect to its 

communication direction.  So incoming communication to the device will have source address and outgoing 

communication will contain destination address. Lastly, ether_type provides information of a field Ether 

Type of Ethernet Frame indicating protocols and standards used. MUD specifies its recommendations to 

define the network behavior of a device. Therefore, we use these recommendations as specifications for our 

initial checks before performing automated testing. This helps to discard a MUD profile having invalid 

syntax and structure, because manufacturer might generate a device profile inappropriately.[4]   Hence the 

implementation of a MUD Profile Parser includes these syntax checks.  

Similar to MUD Service Description, we define Extended Service Description and Vulnerability Description 

for NetFile and Vulnerability information. Those are further explained in the respective Section 3.2 and 3.3. 

 

3.2 NetFile Packet Collector and Parser 
 

To perform compliance testing for a device, we need to have two main inputs which include -first one is 

MUD profile and another is actual network behavior of a device i.e. network packets defining 

communication services. 

Similar to theMUD Profile Parser, we need to extract information from the capturednetwork traffic of a 

devicewhich we refer as the‘NetFile’ of that device. Network behavior of a device is specified by the 

incoming and outgoing traffic for that device. Wetherefore developed a NetFile parserto characterize the 

packets from that traffic and store therequired information to use it for MUD compliance testing.Those 

packets are given as the inputs to perform a NetFile parsing. In order to achieve this information, we define 

two submodules for this component such as packet collection and parsing the required services as defined in 

Figure 3.2 and 3.4. 

 

3.2.1 NetFile Packet Collector 
 

IoT devices communicate with remote servers in an internal and external networks to use their services. This 

submodule includes information gathering depending upon a device network services. IoT devices can be 

categorized upon its connectivity behavior with other devices or accessing other services. There are devices 

whichhelp to discover and control other IoT devices, whereas some devices directly connect to the router 

and communicate within a network. Every device communication requirement is not similar, therefore it 

uses different protocols. However, current  MUD specification does not provide a method to include every 

possible communication protocol of the device. The devices using different IoT application protocols such 

as Bluetooth, ZigBee are not considered for this research. For example, Philips Hue Bulbs are controlled by 

and connected to Hue Bridge using ZigBee protocol but current MUD specifications are not available for 
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ZigBee communication services. Therefore in this thesis, we focus on IP based networking protocols 

excluding these communication protocols. 

 Primary goal of a NetFilePacket Collector is to capture all the network communication trafficbetween 

devices. Request and response packet flows become one bidirectional entity in a network but in MUD 

specifications, they are considered to be separated entries. Therefore we collected information based on a 

single packet flow and stored It for further parsing. 

There are differentways to collect network communication between devices, but it is essential to use similar 

setups for testing purposes. To ensure that all relevant messages are captured, every available of a device 

should be tested during the packet capture.Essential considerations for a NetFile collector is that how to 

capture the device traffic and furthermore, processing of the captured packets to extract the required 

information. This information can be traced ina  network when a device is in a realistic network setup, 

because home networkare not well managed with its network communications. In a home network, usually 

the devices are connected to the outside network where router acts as a gateway between local network and 

the Internet. Therefore it is essential to have a similar setup for testing purpose.  

Figure 3.3 illustrates the test setup to collect packet information from actual network behavior of a device. 

Network communication packets are captured from a test device while using port mirroring from network 

switch. Packets for a device are stored in a form of NetFile at traffic collector and this collector catches both 

remote as well as local communication of the test device. Traffic collector is situated at our test station 

which is shown in further section 4. This collected packets stored in a NetFile format are given as an input to 

the NetFile parser to parse service information from it. 

 

 
Figure3.3: NetFile packet collector: Setup to observe network traffic of a device and capture it 

 

3.2.2 NetFile Parser 
 

We primarily need to perform MUD compliance testing with device actual network behavior. Before testing 

can be run, we need services extracted from both MUD profile and NetFile. In previous step, we collected 

network traffic of a device and generated NetFile.MUD profile parser extracts packet flow information 

specifying a service for a device which is shown in Figure 3.2 of service description. Therefore to perform 

compliance testing, NetFile parser has to extract the information using same filters as MUD 
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parser.Moreover, for vulnerability testing library, we need more information than only available in MUD 

profile service description. This information is extracted using extended description that combinedly uses 

service description (Figure 3.2) and vulnerability description (Figure 3.5). 

Extended Service Description (ESD): We extract information from the network communication to be able to 

match with MUD SD explained above and the VD explained below. To this end, we extract relevant 

informationfrom the collected packets with mandatory and optional values as given in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4 Extended service descriptions of the services that are extracting from a NetFile. 

Comparing to MUD SD, we see additional values are added in the ESD, as other mandatory and optional 

descriptors have the same information. We need additional values descriptor defining more values that are 

required to gather information for vulnerability testing, for example additional descriptor to validate SSL 

version for a device.These values specify the information which is necessary to identify that vulnerability 

from a device’s network behavior. 

 

3.3 V-Test Library  
 

As we explained in Section 2.3, vulnerabilities can be exploited and cause damage to the device and 

eventually to its network. Therefore, before installing a device in its network, it is essential to validate a 

device with its security vulnerabilities using given set of minimum security standards. The architecture thus 

includes a vulnerability test library with vulnerability tests that can help to provide a security check against 

common vulnerabilities. These tests are to be executed by the automated testing tool. 

In our architecture, vulnerability test is a function on ESD descriptions; it will result in V (vulnerable), OK 

(not vulnerable) or NA (test not applicable). (An applicable test is one that results in V or OK, so not NA.) 

The resulting vulnerabilities from the V-tests may not be necessarily defining direct attacks but it can also be 

a violation of the security best practices. ThereforVulnerability Description includes all optional descriptors 

and additional values that can be used with ESD to perform vulnerability test.We assume knowledge of 

vulnerabilities become available to the system in the form of a VD (figure 3.4). A test is thus based on a VD. 

For instance, a test could compare the three fields the VD shared with ESD as well as additional fields.  For 

example, a VD may include which SSL versions are affected and this is compared with the SSL version 

mention (an additional field) in the ESD.  Creation of test in described in more detail in Section 4. This 

section also explains how a library of tests can be built from known vulnerability sources such as OWASP, 

NIST, etc. 
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Figure 3.5 Vulnerability description represents information about a vulnerability that is used to create a test. 

 

Thevulnerability library can be extended using known and new vulnerability tests as required. However, as 

the focus of the architecture is on MUD compliance, we do not perform extensive vulnerability tests. Now 

we have SD, ESD and VD which are primary inputs to perform MUD compliance and vulnerability testing 

for a device. We need to build a tool that can perform these required testing with automating testing 

procedures. Further section will explain about an automated test tool. 

We defined vulnerability tests in V-Test library and use it to perform a condition on VD. These tests are 

chosen as the common tests for different devices. We evaluate V-Tests based on our testing purpose devices. 

When a condition gets satisfies for a V-Test, that device pass the test. This result specifies that a device is 

vulnerable. Few vulnerability tests can be device specific and not all other devices use that V-Test for 

testing. Therefore, we also include ‘not applicable’ result for those devices that cannot be tested for those V-

Tests. We do not include the device specific V-Tests, because it is not in the scope of this thesis. 

3.4 Automated Test Tool 

The automated test tool performs compliance testing and evaluates device security against known threats. To 

do this it uses the output of the MUD parser (list of SD), NetFile parser (list of ESD) and test creation (V-

Test library).Tests for MUD compliant are completely based on the available services in a MUD profile as 

well as from its NetFile. Compliance testing matches an SD and an ESD by comparing the four fields that 

these share. This allows it to find deviations; i.e. services in SD (or ESD) that have no matching one in ESD 

(or SD).In vulnerability testing all ESD are evaluated against all tests in the V-SD and any result of an 

applicable test is recorded. Collect, the output of the automated test tool forms a pre-certification result, as 

described in the next section. 

 

3.5Pre-Certification Result 

The test results of the automated testing tool involveMUD compliance testing and vulnerability testing 

results, which demonstrate whether a device can be pre-certified with MUD or not. We define the possible 

MUD compliance test cases are derived from the extracted SD and ESD information and use V-tests based 

on the selected best practices, described in Section 4.3. These test results represent the detected services 

representing deviation between MUD profile and NetFile services. Considering our thesis goal, these results 

specify key outcomes such as the percentage of a MUD compliance of device and detected vulnerable 

services using V-tests.  Also this offers results from the validation testing that can uncover the vulnerable 
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services to a device. Furthermore, using these outcomes, we evaluate how successful MUD compliance 

testing can be and additionally, how vulnerability testing will also help to contribute more towards the IoT 

pre-certification testing.  

Evaluating the results, we understand about the more detailed requirements to evaluate a security of a device 

using similar concepts like MUD.This section describes the information contained in the pre-certification 

result, i.e. the output of the testing tool.We take this further and specify test metrics and expected test results 

applicable to the MUD compliance and vulnerability testing. 

 

• Compliance testing results 

 

As we defined tuples of Service Description that is obtained from MUD profile explained in Figure 3.2. For 

test metrics, we defined test criteria discussed in Section 4.2 and it provides test requirements to derive test 

metrics. 

Recall from above that a Service Description(SD) (see Figure 3.2) is a dictionary capturing required fields ( 

acl_type_protocol and direction) and may define optional fields (ace_protocol, port number, 

in_out_server_address, and ether_type). An Extended Description(ESD) (see Figure 3.3), compared to an 

SD, may add additional fields (such as nflows and ssl_version). 

We aim to match SDs extracted from a MUD with ESDs extracted from recorded network traffic (NetFile). 

As such we define:  An (E) SDmatches another (E) SD when all fields present in both have the same value. 

We say an (E) SDis matched in a set of (E) SDs when it matches any element of the set. 

Given a set SM of SDs (specified in MUD) and a set FNof ESDs (found in NetFile),we say an ESD from 

FN is a deviation A if it is not matched in SM (found service not specified in MUD) and we call a service 

SD from SM a deviation B if it is not matched in FN (specified service not found in NetFile). 

We indicate that when all tests can be satisfied with its test elements, a device is MUD compliant. When all 

tests cannot be satisfied by MCT, we calculate deviation for a device with respect to MUD profile and 

NetFile. Deviation from MUD provides (1) unintended network services not allowed by manufacturer or (2) 

services not considered by manufacturer while generating device MUD profile. Similarly, deviation from 

NetFile indicates that (1) test environment is not sufficient to capture the allowed services or (2) while 

generating MUD profile, manufacturer added a service to MUD profile that is not supported by device in 

actual network environment. 

Collection completeness is collection of dataset required for MUD compliance testing which is stored as 

NetFile of a device. The pre-certification result, i.e. the output of the Testing tool, calculates below values to 

provide compliance percentage and collection completeness.  

 

#SM = number of service descriptions available in SD (MUD) 

#FN = number of service descriptions available in ESD (NetFile) 

n =#deviation A, i.e. number of servicesfrom NetFile not in the MUD 

u=#deviation Bi.e. number of services from MUD not inthe NetFile 

We define total number of services (TNS) of a device as TNS = #SM + n (note that this is equal to #FN + u). 

#compliance percentage = (1 – {u/TNS}) * 100 
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#collection completeness percentage = (1 – {n/TNS}) * 100 

 

After obtaining the results, we evaluate the obtained results with respect to MUD compliance evaluation, 

vulnerability evaluation and how it can help certification of device in Section 6. 

 

• Vulnerability Testing Results 

 

For vulnerability testing, recall that we specified 3 possible outcomes; V (vulnerable), OK (not vulnerable) 

and NA (test not applicable) for each test. Vulnerability testing results simply provide the outcome of each 

test. 
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4 Test environment and designing tests 
 

Based on the overview of basic framework, we have identified a number of requirements to achieve the 

thesis goal.MUD profile, network traffic of a device, and vulnerabilitytestcase library are the required inputs 

to execute ourautomated security testing model. Moreover, at this point we have a MUD profile and local 

network communication data. For MUD compliance testing, we compare SD and ESD to get results. So to 

define a MUD compliance test, we use the descriptor values. 

 

4.1 Test Environment 
 

We have collected the network files -NetFiles from a device as mentioned in the section3.2 andare stored in 

a database to carry out MUD compliance testing. These files contain information about network 

communication of the devices which are selected for thisthesis. Furthermore, the informationrequired for 

vulnerability testing is selected from the collected NetFiles.We define a Test Environment (TE)to apply our 

Test-architecture. This provides a network setup to perform activities with respect to Test-architecture 

building blocks. 

 

Figure 4.1: Test Environment Setup 

As we can see in the Figure 4.1 of theTestEnvironment setup, each device is connected to the gateway. We 

have a Test station that hasdifferent utilitiessuch as MUD parser, NetFile packet collector (traffic collector, 

Section 3.2), NetFile parser and automated test toolfrom Test-architecture in order to achieve testing. A 

controlling device can be a mobile phone or tablet having applications to communicate with the IoT devices, 

for example, controlling device with a Philips Hue App. Our testing environment is also connected to the 

cloud server defining the services used by devices. However, our focus is on the internal network 

communication based testing and not including cloud service based testing. Moreover, we do not consider 

controlling device as a part of our testing. There are devices which do not have direct connection using 
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Ethernet or Wi-Fi networkand use device specific Hub, for example Philips Hue Lamps use ZigBee 

communication with Hue Bridge.Our TEnetwork either using Ethernet or Wi-Fi network interface and 

therefore, we do not include other interfaces like ZigBee for testing purpose. These interfaces have unique 

identifier that is MAC address and it is used to collect information of a specific device. Therefore, network 

traffic packets matching a certain MAC address are getting collected. Alternative to MAC address can be 

using IP address but it is not a robust way as IP address is get allocated dynamically to a device. 

 

4.2 Designing tests for the V-Tests library 
 

To design V-tests, it is important to understand the common security requirements of the devices. A possible 

V-test for this testing specifies a standard, requirement or condition against which the test results are 

compared with. In this thesis, we analyzed vulnerability characteristics and device network communications 

to understand these common requirements needed to define the test conditions. To select test cases for the 

V-Test library of vulnerability testing model, there is no common framework or guidelines that can be 

directly applicable to the different devices. Therefore, we analyzed OWASP, NIST, OTA, IoTSF. 

Frameworks and guidelines, discussed in Section 2.4. However, these frameworks are comprehensive and 

each focusing on different aspect of security and this makes the selection of test cases difficult. One of these 

guidelines, OWASP provides different aspects related to the IoT security such as attack surface areas, 

testing guidance. Therefore, we defined the correlation between this guidance in accordance with 

vulnerability tests, shown in Figure 4.2.[21, 19]Moreover, to select V-Tests based on the common 

vulnerabilities,we focus on the attack surfaces such as Device Web Interface, Device Network Interface and 

Network Traffic. These have common grounds with the network traffic collection NetFiles used for MUD 

compliance testing.We do not consider remaining areas for this thesis as that fall outside of the scope. 

However, it is necessary to consider remaining areas as well in order to achieve complete (with respect to 

defined attack surface) IoT security pre-certification.  
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Figure 4.2 Association between attack surface, test guidance and insecurecomponents for IoT device security. 

 

As we discussed about different IoT attacks and security in Section 2.2, there are basic security guidelines to 

define a network communication of a device. These guidelines are also considered as best practices for 

minimum security of a device. Therefore, while providing security compliance to device using MUD, it is 

essential to check for those basic security guidelines. This is not only required when we consider compliance 

using MUD, but also it is important to evaluate whether a device is following basic security guidelines or 

not. Researchers are also working on different tools to evaluate MUD specification security and 

functionality [3]. We discussed about the IoT security frameworks, depending on the communication and 

components, different guidelines are available to evaluate basic security requirements. We use best practices 

defined in the security frameworks such as IoTSF framework offering basic guidelines for device wired and 

wireless security. This is helpful in defining Test Library with latest security requirements of a device. 

Moreover, it also offers authentication and authorization related requirements which are not in the scope of 

this thesis, so we excluded those. V-test Library test cases are defined considering basic security 

requirements, for example, TLS 1.0 or lower versions have known security vulnerabilities. [27] 

 

4.3 Developing V-Test library 
 

After a study of different IoT security frameworks, amongst those, OWASP and IoTSF frameworks have 

been chosen to define best practices for V-Test condition.  After mapping test requirements, vulnerabilities 

and key practices defined by both the frameworks, we found the common criteria for vulnerability testing. 

While developing V-test library for the test devices, we used best practicesfrom different IoT security 

frameworks and guidelines explained in Section2.4. From those guidelines, we selectedtests related to open 

ports and SSL version. Also, we discussed correlation of attack surface and testing guidance from OWASP, 

defined in Figure 4.2. Using that inputs, we obtained the criteria for generating tests for vulnerability testing. 

Therefore, we derived our current V-test library using I1 and I3 defining insecure web interface and Insecure 

Network services criteria.  

Insecure web interface (I1) ensures that any web interface in the product disallows weak passwords, has an 

account lockout mechanism, has been tested for XSS, SQLi and CSRF vulnerabilities, and has ability to use 

HTTPS to protect transmitted information, allows the owner to change the default username and password. 

Moreover, Insecure network services (I3) supportsthat the devices operate with less network ports active 

andthey do not make network ports and/or services available to the internet using protocols like UPnP. 

These provide defining criteria for V-test library which is used with respect to the device’s to/from internet 

services communication. Therefore, we consider vulnerability tests related to validating SSL version and 

detecting vulnerable open ports that will create insecure web interfaces.  

 

• SSL Version 
 

For SSL version, a device shouldprovide support for TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 to accommodate clients that 

support these protocols. The client and server (usually) negotiate the best protocol that is supported on both 

sides. Table 4.1[33]describes possible attacks for a communication using given SSL protocol version.  
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Protocols Possible attacks 

SSL v2 DROWN attack 

SSL v3 POODLE attack 

TLS v1.0 BEAST attack 

TLS 1.1 N/A 

TLS v1.2 N/A 

Table 4.1 SSL/TLS protocols and possible attacks 

• Open Ports 
 

One of the most common practices to attack a device in a network is port scanning. This provides a list of 

ports that are allowing different services to be accessed or exposed by a device. Using port scanner, we get 

to know which ports are active and which are not. Therefore, to specify vulnerable open ports, we also 

analyzed common methods to gain illegitimate access to IoT devices and that gives us different 

testingscenarios applicable to our testing environment. For example, if a device is supporting unencrypted 

application installation or firmware update (HTTP/FTP) communication, it is going to be specified in its 

MUD profile. This scenario provides testcase to verify against FTP using service description and extended 

communication information. However, this testing only reports possible vulnerable communications as this 

does not provide extensive checks as this testing provides additional way to get closer to the device security 

certification. We consider vulnerabilities that are using common ports and protocols as shown in Table 

4.2[34] possible tests using open port best practices and relevant protocols and attacks. 

 

Vulnerability Test 

Name 

Test attributes (Ports 

and protocols) 

Possible attacks 

FTP test Protocol: TCP,   

Port Number: 21  

brute force, bounce, port stealing 

SSH test Protocol: TCP, 

Port Number: 22 

Dictionary attack, DOS, Bypass 

Telnet test Protocol: TCP, 

Port Number: 23 

DOS attack, Dictionary attack 

HTTP test Protocol: TCP,  

Port Number: 80 

Insecure interface 

Table 4.2 Summary of the vulnerability tests selected based on common ports, protocols and attacks 

 

We analyze possible attacks from vulnerable SSL version and open ports, shown in Table 4.1 and 4.2. We 

develop a V-test library considering defined test requirements in Section 4.2 and applicable best practices 
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from thedifferent frameworks and guidelines such as OWASP, NIST, and IoTSF. Table 4.3 shows the 

defined V-Tests selected for the vulnerability testing which are based on our selection criteria of best 

practices.This testing library includes open ports tests against FTP, SSH, Telnet and HTTP protocols. For 

every test device, we check whether the obtained ports after scanning a device for open ports are satisfying 

the V-Test condition or not. When a device satisfies this condition that means that the devicemay be 

susceptible to this vulnerability.  In addition to the open ports test, we included SSL version test that defines 

a condition as SSL version need to be on TLS 1.1 or higher than this version. This SSL version requirement 

is recommended by the PCI Data Security (DSS) compliance standards and other guidelines for TLS 

implementations. The required condition to detectthe vulnerable service or violated best practice is defined 

inVT-5 of its V-Test condition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.3 Summary of the V-tests and corresponding test conditions. 

Now we selected the required tests for V-test library using best practices and vulnerability databases.These 

tests are applicable to the vulnerability component of the testing architecture. So now we have SD (See 

Section 3.1), ESD (See section 3.2.2), VD (See Section 3.3) and V-test library which are the required inputs 

for MUDcompliance testing and vulnerability testing. In order to demonstrate that how our test architecture 

can perform having all the given inputs, we implement an example implementation in the next Section 5. 

  

Label V-Test  V-Test Condition  

VT-1 FTP Port_number == 21 

VT-2 SSH Port_number== 22 

VT-3 Telnet Port_number == 

23/2323 

VT-4 HTTP Port_number == 80 

VT-5 SSL Version check  SSL_version< TLS1.1 
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5. Implementation of a testing architecture and test execution 
 

This Section provides an example implementation of the architecture for testing work flow introduced in 

Section 3 and several selected tests from Section 4 which can be executed within this architecture. In Section 

6, we will use this implementation and the tests to evaluate our results in order to provide pre-certification to 

IoT devices. The implemented architecture is beneficial to show that the proposed architecture can be used 

to provide automated testing using MUD specifications to ease pre-certification.Implementation of the 

required architecture is divided into subtasks containing extraction of services, mapping of services to the 

selected tests, execution of tests and results. 

Our example implementation of Test-architecture used programming languages such as Java, Python with 

SQL database and network packet analyzer Wireshark.  

 

5.1 Packet collector and parsers 
 

This thesiswas carried outin a test environment; see Section4.1, so we operate with the example IoT devices 

and manual test environment setup. To initiate actual testing with automated test tool, we need to collect 

required inputs. Currently no formally accepted MUD profile generator is available; therefore we use 

example MUD profiles generated by different research studies [3]. So we got sample MUD profiles for the 

test devices that are used in our experiments. However, a NetFile containing network packet information of 

a device communication is not readily available. So as explained in Section 3.2.1, essentially we need to 

capture network traffic of a device. 

 

5.1.1 NetFile Packet Collector 
 

Figure 3.2 depicts our experimental setup for capturing device traffic.Initially we obtain a list of MAC 

addresses of the devices and use it with filters to collect traffic forparticular test device.  

There are different traffic collectors available in a market such as SolarWinds NetFlow but those 

applications are not entirely suitable to our traffic collection and filtering. In this thesis, it is necessary to 

capture device communication that depicts its behavior in a network. So that this captured data provides 

meansto compare this network behavior with a MUD defined device behavior. However, this traffic 

collection and service extraction process contains different customized filtering that is difficult to find in one 

amongst available applications mainly because of the following reasons: 

i. As per the necessity of this thesis, we need to collect network behavior of a device and it can 

be live network traffic (in case a device is not accessing or exposing its complete behavior 

due to experimental setup) or passive network traffic  

ii. There are some limitations of available traffic collectors such as not all support passive traffic 

formats (e.g. pcap format) or limitation on time period to trace data on a particular interface  

iii. As MUD specification has a particular structure to define a service in device profile and to 

compare against actual network behavior, it is necessary to extract comparable service 

information i.e. flow. Filters that are used as parameters to obtain a flow are tailored as per 

the MUD structure. Therefore it is difficult to bind these filters together using available 

applications to get all the required services for MUD compliance testing. 
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Figure 5.1Scope of the communication interfaces and test devices 

 

Figure 5.1 illustrates that a box (yellow color) defines a scope of the communication interfaces and devices 

considered for this thesis. We deployed four test purpose devices such as Philips Hue Bridge, Axis Security 

Camera, Nest Smoke Alarm and Belkin Wemo Switch. In Section 4.1, we define our test environment while 

considering all the required systems, devices, access points, etc. to gather all required services of every 

communication. However, as we discussed in Section 2.1, MUD is applicable to the specific and limited 

purpose IoT devices, therefore, our testing is applicable to these kinds of limited and specific purpose 

devices, for instance, controlling device, test station. Also as we mentioned earlier, Ethernet and IP based 

interfaces are considered for this thesis due to MUD specification requirements. Therefore, Philips light 

bulbs with Zigbee interface are out of scope. We gather traffic for those devices while running NetFile 

packet collector at the test station in our test environment[28].  

Hamza et. al developed a simplified algorithm to collect traffic for this scenario [3]. Therefore, using this 

algorithm for bidirectional flows for an IoT device, we implemented a scripttraffic collector and 

flowselectorto collect and filter required traffic flows. This script uses bidirectional flow capture algorithm 

to collect the device traffic flows on the interfaces and stores data in a pcap format which is suitable for 

other tools such as Wireshark.From the traffic collector workstation (Figure 3.2), we executed these scripts 

to collect traffic from all IoT devices in our network and build a NetFile for a device. 

 

Packet analysis and flow selection: 

 

In order to collect traffic flows, traffic collector reads pcap files that are stored for flow filtering. Flow is a 

derived rule using data obtained from the network packets of a device and it represents communication 

details of a device.A service accessed or exposed by a device has different flows and therefore it is 

important to segregate flows as MUD defines services considering direction of communication. Every 

device is uniquely identified in a network by using its MAC address and network communications having 

traffic flows of a device are associated with its MAC address. Therefore,MAC address is used as a unique 

identifier for a flow selection process.A device also has a network address i.e. IP address that can work as an 
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optional identifier. Whereas this address is assigned dynamically to the devices in a network and it is 

difficult to keep track of the traffic flows of a same device as device network traffic observation takes longer 

time.  

Network communication of a device contains various packets which explain information about that 

communication. This information can be represented using different layers of the OSI model. This model 

represents a communication using 7 layers and here we used these layers for observing every traffic flow. 

Different layers provide required information to store a flow for that communication in a NetFile. For 

instance, Layer 4 offers port numbers of the TCP/UDP headers and Layer 2 has MAC address i.e. Ethernet 

address of a device.We collect the services to perform MUD compliance testing as well as validation of a 

device against little vulnerability. So, traffic collector and flow selectoruse both Service Description and 

Vulnerability Description to extract essential information from device traffic. 

It is difficult to get appropriate information such as direction of UDP flows whereas in a case of TCP packet, 

this information can be obtained using its SYN flag. Therefore, to deduce the required information, every 

protocol is handled differently in traffic collection and flow selection process. Moreover, it is possible that 

one communication service request has different responses as per the network and other system behavior. 

But those responses can be in a control of the packet received or sent for that communication. For example, 

ICMP protocol uses control messages to identify the responses like ‘Destination Unreachable’. This can 

provide the complete service request-response scenario in a network. But the current MUD profile does not 

include packet control messages in its specification and therefore for defining test cases of device network 

communication, we do not include control messages. 

Traffic collector adds flow rules to collect network packets for a specific device as per its communication 

requirements. Moreover, flow selectorchooses required and non-redundant flows from the packets obtained 

by traffic collector.This generates aNetFile containing flow rules that define service information of a device 

communication and provide it as an input to NetFile Parser. Below protocols are some of the underlined 

from the inspected packets. [35, 36] 

 

a) DNS:  

This protocol helps to convert domain names into an IP address to identify a computer on the 

network.DNS request primarily uses TCP/UDP port number 53 and we use this information to parse 

DNS packet. This packet is further stored for a flow selection where it is compared with already 

stored flows and if no redundant entry is found, stored as a flow in a NetFile. 

b) DHCP: 

This protocoldynamically assigns IP address and other network parameters to the network devices. 

This is used on UDP/IP networks and, it uses UDP port 67 as a server destination port and port 68 for 

client. We use these ports to detect DHCP service from SD and ESD information. 

c) IPv4/IPv6:  

These are network level protocols providing address system to the devices available in a network.We 

check headers of these protocols to get details about further protocol such as TCP, UDP.  

 

d) ICMP:  

This protocol is not used for data transfer but for sending an error message and operational 

information in a network. This flow is identified using IP protocol number 1 and that will be 

obtained from the collected network traffic.   
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e) TCP:  

This protocol enables two hosts to establish a connection and exchange data. It provides different 

flags for operations like SYN, ACK.These flags help here to analyze the communication with its 

appropriate direction as SYN flag provides information about which device has initiated the 

connection. Therefore, these flags are used to filter out the flows related to TCP communication. It 

defines port numbers for the services that are accessed or exposed by a device. 

 

f) UDP:  

The UDP provides only a minimal transport services with non-guaranteed data delivery on the IP 

network. It also provides different communication services like multicast which are not available 

with TCP. It stores port numbers for the device communication services and we use these port 

numbers to identify the service.  

 

We captured device NetFiles for 2 to 3 months period to observe its behavior. Every packet provides control 

information and user data in terms of communication such as source address, payload, and error messages 

but for our experiments we extract only specific information from the control messages that areused as 

filters which isshown in Figures3.2 and 3.4. This information helps to construct flow rules that are stored in 

a NetFile and used further for MUD profile testing. Every NetFile is a device specific data which is used for 

the offline processing and filtered based on the associated MAC addresses.  Therefore every device has its 

own NetFile combining all its communication flows from its collected traffic traces.  

 

5.1.2 MUD Parser 
 

As we discussed in section 2.1, MUD profile uses YANG model in JSON format and NetFile uses network 

analyzer tool format such as, PCAP, XML or JSON and these files are used as inputs to the Automated Test 

Tool. A YANG model is explained more with its standard in Appendix A. Even if both the files can be in a 

same format such as JSON, still the definitions of services are different. Because MUD generator and 

Network Analyzer are different applications generating these input files. Moreover, MUD parser only 

extracts service information regarding its accepted behavior (i.e. described in Section 3.1) in a network but 

NetFile parser collects data for MUD compliance testing as well as for vulnerability tests. Therefore the 

parsers which are implemented for MUD profile and NetFile are different. 

Primarily we analyzed MUD structure defined using YANG model and as it provides filters and structure 

used to define services in a MUD profile. This analysis provides primary characteristics of a MUD profile. 

Current MUD profile is restricted to the givenYANG schema that are ‘ietf-mud’, ‘ietf-access-control-list’ 

and ‘ietf-acldns’ and it exclude a use of ‘ietf-interfaces’ because MUD does not handle interfaces. A valid 

MUD profile is defined using a ‘mud’ container and an ‘acls’ containers. So mud container gives details 

about MUD profile such as mud version, url, cache validity and defines direction to and from for a device 

using to-device-policy and from-device-policy. Whereas ‘acls’ defined actual allowed services of a 

device.Below examplespecification demonstrate that deviceis allowed with‘from’ IPV4 and IPV6 

communication and ‘to’ IPV4 communication. These policies help to analyze possible directions for a 

device at a prior before exploring access list containers. [4] 
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Figure 5.2“mud” container of a MUD profile defining direction policies of IPv4 and IPv6 

 

Acl container uses access control list model from RFC 8519 that describes access list. It provides 

communication services that are allowed for a device in network. Structure of defining acl container 

elements is defined in MUD draft [4] Section 4. Using characteristics of this structure, we parsed services 

from a MUD profile and stored the values in database. Moreover direction of a service can be observed for 

TCP packet with the help of its SYN flag. Therefore, MUD specification provides ‘ietf-mud:direction-

initiated’ definition to define direction when it contains TCP protocol. Below Figure 5.3 illustrates how it 

defines acl container with a service and these values are used for MUD compliance testing against device’s 

network behavior. [4] 
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Figure 5.3 an example of an‘acl’ container of MUD profile 

 

By understanding theMUD characteristics like acl and mud.We Appendix B Screenshots [B.1 MUD 

Parsing] shows parsing example of a MUD service.  

We can also try to analyze packets in more detail to get more accurate service descriptions. We can check 

for the internet protocol layers to detect the particular service defined in the MUD profile. This service 

provides local network service with broadcast. It contains four layers information which includes 

application, transport, network and link layers. When we parse information from a packet, we store all the 

layers provided in that packet. However, while using this information as a service description, we do not use 

all layers for comparing it with extended service description of NetFile. Therefore, we prioritize selecting 

fields from the service description to the top layers of internet protocol. For instance, service defined in 

Figure 5.4 contains four layers and to select service description attributes, we consider application, transport 

and network layer instead of link layer. This also gives priority to consider ‘destination-ipv4-address’ from 

network layer (IPv4) with the given broadcast address ‘255.255.255.255’ rather than selecting ‘destination-

mac-address’ from link layer. This prioritization helps to achieve more accuracy while comparing service 

description with the extended service description for performing MUD compliance testing.     
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Figure 5.4Example broadcast communication service with different IP layers 

 

It is possible to get the SD that are closely related to each other and can be deduced to the one test case. This 

will improve the efficiency of a test tool. For example, Nest smoke alarm uses fixed TCP ports such as 

11095 while communicating with user using a mobile app. This is shown in the Figure 5.5. There are about 

more than 90 services defined in the MUD profile of Nest smoke alarm. To parse this information from the 

MUD profile, it has to check every defined service. Afterwards it reduces to the unique service descriptions 

by removing the redundant services. It also groups these services descriptions by reducing domain names to 

the top-level domain and one or two levels of subdomain.  

 

Figure 5.5 Example of reducing DNS name to its primary domain nameof Nest smoke alarm 

This help to make the execution faster and avoiding redundant service description that results into redundant 

test cases.  

 

5.1.3 NetFile Parser 
 

As we obtained NetFile of a device, next step is to extract services from that data to provide it for further 

testing with MUD defined services.MUD profile is defined in a JSON format and to keep implementation 

consistent, we converted NetFile from pcap to json format resulting into a file called JNetFile.  However, it 

is also possible to extract service description from pcap format using different libraries. The parsed services 
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from a NetFile are stored in a MySQL database and in Table 5.1;all fields are shown are storing service 

description values. This information has unique records representing a service for device and every device 

generates new table to store its services. Figure 5.5 specifies the files involved in different stages from 

device network traffic collection to storing service description values to the database.  

 

 
Figure 5.5Specification of the data involved in a process of obtaining Service Description of a device 

 

Initially, parser program execution results into generating atable structure defined in the Table 5.1, if it does 

not exists. Then it reads a service record from a JNetFile and compares it with available services in the table 

to find whether that service is already stored. For available service, it updates that entry by increasing the 

count of nFlows; otherwise it stores that service as a separate record. As this table represents actual network 

behavior, the data is fetched for performing MUD compliance as well as vulnerability tests. 

 

Field Name Data 

Type 

Description 

ID Integer Auto generated identifier for every service 

Eth_src String MAC address of a source device (only for local 

network communication) 

Eth_dest String MAC address of a destination device  (only for local 

network communication) 

IP_src String IP address of a source device  

IP_dest String IP address of a destination device  

Protocol Integer Protocol number extracted from IP header  

Port_src Integer Source port number for a TCP/UDP communication 

Port_dest Integer Destination port number for a TCP/UDP 

communication 

acl_dns String Domain name for associated IP address 

Timestamp Integer Packet sent/received timestamp help to observe flows 

nFlows Integer Count of total number of same flow 

Ssl_version String Version number of SSL protocol 

Table 5.1 Extracted extended description information stored in the database 
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5.2 Automated Test Tool 
 

An important part of this thesis is the automation of testing using obtained inputs from Section 5.1. 

Architecture defined for pre-certification security testing is divided into several execution items, from 

network traffic collection to parsing MUD profile and NetFile to suitable test format. Therefore the derived 

service description and vulnerability description are assembled and used at this automation testing phase. 

The implementation and execution of automated tests is done on the available IoT devices using its MUD 

profile specifications. Automated Test Tool is itself divided into two parts, each of which is described in the 

following subsections. 

IoT Device  Philips Hue 

Bridge 

Axis Camera  Nest Smoke alarm Belkin Wemo 

Switch 

Device Type Hue lightbulb 

controller  

Security camera  Nest S2003BW 

Smoke detector 

Switch 

Connection Type Ethernet Ethernet Wireless Wireless 

Table 5.2 Summary of the IoT test devices and their connectivity type 

 

• MUD Compliance Testing: 
 

The purpose of this testing is to determine whether the device behaves as specified in the MUD profile or 

not. Automated Test Tool analyses the test criteria andmetrics defined in Sections 4.2, and 4.4, to determine 

the extent to which they are sufficient to demonstrate that a device performs as specified in a network. 

MUD profile semantics are defined using specified key definitions as described in Section 2 of IETF MUD 

draft. MUD model is described using Yang module which is structured into: mud, acl and tcp-acl containers. 

Thisinformation helped to understand how services are defined in a MUD profile.These definitions provide 

attributes thatwe use for testing and some of those are used for parsing MUD information.Using these 

attributes we extracted information such as service description and extended description and we define tests 

using these attributes. Testing attributes defines criteria to select required fields from the stored service 

description and extended description of a device.   

Testcase are defined on the basis of information Service description and extended information stored in the 

database. For example, MUD profile definesdirection of a communication such as to or from device policy 

and using this attribute we can test for the incoming and outgoing communications so every attribute stored 

as a service description provides a way to test against extended description. MUD specification directly 

provides direction of a service whereas for NetFile services, we analyze a packet while flow selection and 

detect its direction. This helps to define source port or destination port range for a test because if it is from-

device service then source port can be between 0 to 65535 ranges. This condition is checked before 

executing the test for that service. Below is an example of a test that defines a service from our test device 

Hue Bridge accessing NTP service. 
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Tests MUD 

Profile 

NetFile 

Protocol: 17, 

UDP_Source_Port= 

0 to 65535, 

UDP_Dest_Port= 

123, DNS_Name = 

time2.google.com  

Check 

whether 

any 

service 

description 

matches 

the given 

test 

Check 

whether 

any 

service 

description 

matches 

the given 

test 

Table 5.3 Example test with its attributes and conditions for both MUD profile and NetFile services 

Therefore this testing verifies what the device is designed for and what it actually does in a network. 

 

• Vulnerability Testing: 
 

It is essential to focus on vulnerable behavior of device even if that device is completely MUD compliant. 

Because manufacturer of a device generates MUD profile for its device but it is required to ensure that the 

communications by a device are legitimate or not. For instance, still devices use telnet protocol and this is 

vulnerable to device as well as to network as it uses poor authentication mechanism with 

unencryptedcommunication. As we studied in Section 2.2 that there are multiple reasons why a device can 

be attacked. One of those reasons is important here as while defining allowed services for a device in its 

MUD profile, a manufacturer might not always consider secured protocols. This will provide a back door to 

an attacker and to achieve more complete certification of a device, these vulnerabilities have to be tested. 

Therefore we define these tests in V-Test Library which is a part of our architecture shown in Figure 3.1.  

After MUD compliance testing, we use the obtained tests to verify against vulnerability tests (v_test). 

Because the tests that are generated during MUD compliance testing are derived using all the services of 

MUD profile and actual device network behavior. MUD specifications do not provide any information like 

version of TLS and it limits the vulnerability testing to only the defined services. However we already have 

actual network communication stored in a database in the form of NetFile and this is beneficial to use this 

information for performing vulnerability tests. Therefore while extracting service information from a 

NetFile; we extracted more fields such as TLS version to perform vulnerability tests. This testing 

demonstrates that to provide security certification to a device, MUD compliance testing can play a role and 

using the same testing environment, it is possible to broaden the successful criteria for device certification 

ensuring its security. We run our vulnerability tests that are defined in our V-test library, see Table 4.3. 

These conditions are used with respect the obtained information from the devices such as open ports and 

SSL version. 

 

5.2.1 Execution 
 

Automated Test Tool provides ability to execute MUD compliance tests andconsecutively vulnerability tests 

for our devices.This activity aims to provide information related with the test results and test metrics like 

MUD compliance. Prior executing, we generate a general information form that helps to get information that 

creates database tables for itsservices parsing and results for that device. This form includes device name, 

model information, MUD version, date and time.After submitting general information about a device,we 
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provide it with MUD profile and NetFile as inputs.The extent and duration of this execution is depending 

upon the number of services defined in MUD profile and collected in network file. Parsing NetFile takes 

longer because processing every data defined in Figure 5.5involves packet analysis, flow selection and 

format conversions that are heavier than MUD parsing. However performance of a tool is not required 

criteria for this thesis so this implementation is not focusing on runtime of this execution. It is also possible 

to extent vulnerability test library to perform common protocol and port based testing. However this tool 

execution provides example implementation of the given architecture shown in Figure 3.1. 

We used dataset collected from our setup as depicted in Figure 3.3 as well as by other available traffic for 

the same experimental devices. The execution phase generated results explained in further Section 5.2.2and 

we evaluated those results in Section 6. 

 

5.2.2 Results 
 

We define a device to be a MUD compliant if its actual network behavior complies with the specified 

services in its MUD profile. For example, a device is allowed to communicate with the local network using 

DNS which is captured in a MUD profile. But that service defining communication is not available in MUD 

profile, then a device fails compliance testing against its MUD specifications. We analyzed different devices 

to check whether it is possible to show the difference between actual network functionalities of a device and 

it’s allowed communications. As MUD provides a mechanism to restrict the communications of a device 

and reduce the exposed services that are not necessary for a device to function but can provide a backdoor to 

the attackers. 

 

IoT device Philips 

Hue 

Bridge 

Axis Camera Nest 

Smoke 

Alarm 

Belkin 

WeMo 

Switch 

Total number of 

services 

(TNS) 

39 34 105 36 

MUD services 38 32 103 34 

Deviation A 

(n) 

1 2 2 2 

Compliance 

percentage 

% 

97.4 94.11 98 94.44 

Table 5.6 MUD compliance testing results analysis for our test environment 

 

From our experiments and testing execution, we obtained the given results depicted in Table 5.6. With 

respect to MUD compliance for the experiment devices. This shows the parsed number of services from 

MUD profile and NetFile, deviation from MUD and NetFile services and MUD compliance. Deviation of 
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MUD represents how many services differ from the NetFile services and similar to this, NetFile deviation 

shows the number of nonconforming services from the MUD services. 
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6. Evaluation 
 

In this section we evaluate the example implementation, described in Section 5, of the testing architecture 

described in Section 3. Our research goal is to analyze whether MUD can play a role in the device security 

certification process by performing MUD compliance testing. To this end, we run our example 

implementation for a small collection of devices. Based on the results obtained from testing, we evaluate the 

usefulness and reach of the example implementation and the architecture in general. Furthermore, we first 

introduce our methodology for the evaluation (Section 6.1) with the help of testing results (Section 6.2) and 

finally what these testing results say about our implementation and testing architecture (Section 6.3). 

The first and second research questionsare relevant to the results of MUD compliance testing and 

vulnerability testing. We verified the research goals with respect to the obtained results from MUD 

compliance testing, vulnerability testing and required test environment.To perform the MUD compliance 

testing and vulnerability testing, we defined the basic Test-architecture, shown in Figure 3.1. Also our Test-

architecture and test results calculate the deviation of the given services with respect to MUD and NetFile 

services. This enables us to hypotheses as to why MUD compliance testing can be useful in pre-certification 

of a device. 

6.1 Methodology 
 

Our goal of this research is to evaluate whether MUD can contribute to the automated testing for pre-

certification process.Therefore, we designed an automatedtesting architecture as possible answer to the first 

two related research questions; (1) what building blocks are needed in pre-certification and (2) how to 

compare a device’s MUD specification to its network behavior. To evaluate how well these two questions 

have been answered by our testing architecture and its example implementation, we apply the example 

implementation to a number of devices to generate pre-certification results. Successful generation of such 

results would show that our solution addressed the research questions. 

Figure 6.1 Possible cases for MUD compliance testing while evaluating MUD and NetFile 

 

Correctness / Completeness 

 

MUD 

Service specified Service NOT specified 

 

 

 

 

NetFile 

 

Service found 

 

MUD compliant for this 

service 

 

Deviation A: 

- MUD is incomplete  

OR 

- Device is misbehaving 

  

Service NOT 

found 

  

 

Deviation B: 

- MUD is incorrect  

OR 

 

- Test environment is 

incomplete 

 

MUD compliant for this service 
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We perform evaluation per service found in either of the MUD or recorded network traffic (NetFile). When 

considering MUD compliance with respect to a specific service, there are four possible outcomes as 

illustrated in Figure 6.1. These cases are based on whether a service is specified in the MUD and whether 

the service is found in the NetFile: 

• Case 1 (Service specified, Service found): The device is MUD compliant for this service 

• Case 2 (Service NOT specified, Service found - Deviation A): The device offers a service that is not 

specified in the MUD: either the MUD is incomplete OR the device is misbehaving in a network.  

• Case 3 (Service specified, Service NOT found - Deviation B): The MUD specified a service that we do 

not find: either the MUD is incorrect OR the test environment is incomplete. 

• Case 4 (Service NOT specified, Service NOT found: The device is MUD compliant for this service. 

Note that we will not actually encounter this case as we only test for the services specified in the MUD 

or discovered in the network traffic. Even if we get a service which is not applicable to that device but 

need to check whether that is available in MUD or NetFile, absence of that service will indicate that 

MUD is compliant for that service to the device network behavior. 

In our evaluation, we assume that the MUD files for the tested devices are correct and complete, thus the 

deviations indicate lack of MUD compliance and incompleteness of the testing respectively. Moreover, if we 

consider that the devices are behaving correctly and test environment is complete, our MUD compliance 

testing is used to evaluate quality(completeness; i.e. is every found service specified and correctness, i.e. are 

the specified services also found)  of the MUD profile. (See also discussion in Section 7.) 

We obtain the required parameters such as total number of services, deviation A and deviation B 

services,etc. (see Section 3.3). Based on these parameters, we calculate the MUDcompliance percentage for 

a device.Applying the Test-architecture (as described with results in Section 6.2) demonstrates how well it is 

able to address our research questions. To quantitatively evaluate thathow far it is possible to automate 

MUD compliance testing (See third research question), we look at the number of deviation of type B in 

Section 6.3.  

 

6.2Applying Test-architecture 
 

We designed a Test-architecture which defines our automated testing model and the required building blocks 

for it. To check if our architecture is suitable for real network scenario or not, we use a test environment to 

deploy it and to perform the required testing. Considering a fact that MUD specification is primarily 

applicable for limited purpose devices, we used four devices for our testing namely Philips Hue Bridge, Axis 

IP Security camera, Belkin Wemo Switch and Nest Smoke Alarm devicesto apply the Test-architecture. 

While the idea is that MUDs are provided by the manufacturer, this is currently not yet the case; we do not 

have MUDs provided by its manufacturer for the four test devices above. To be able to perform testing 

anyway, we use an experimental MUD generatori.e. MUDgee[3]. Therefore, the MUD profiles used in this 

thesis are generated by those MUD generators and not by its manufacturers. As such our experiments and 

results should not be taken as a statistically appropriate evaluation of the specific devices but instead as 

general possible compliance testing examples. 

The collected results for MUD compliance testing for 4 devices are described in Table6.2.Here, we 

explicitly list the deviations found rather than only counting them.  Not Applicable (NA)indicatesthatno 

such services found for the device. 
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Device / 

Test 

 

Hue Bridge Axis Camera Nest Smoke 

Alarm 

Belkin WeMo 

Switch 

Basic info about the device: 

Total 

Number of 

Services 

(TNS) 

39 34 105 36 

MUD compliance test results 

Deviation A  1. IPv4 

protocol 68 

1. IPv4 protocol 0 

2. IPv4 protocol 68 

1. IPv6 protocol 

0  

2. IPv4 protocol 

68 

1. IGMP v2 

2. IPv4 

protocol 68 

N 1 2 2 2 

#SM 38 32 103 34 

MUD 

Compliance 

% 

97.4 94.11 98 94.44 

Table 6.2Summary of MUD compliance testing and relevant deviation 

 

In this section, the focus is not on explaining the service descriptions that are deviated from MUD or 

NetFile, but to determine whether the obtained results are sufficient for achieving the goal of this thesis or 

not. MUD compliance is tested by computing compliance percentage shown in Section 5.2.2. We perform 

our test based on the SD and ESD available using MUD and NetFile. As we see results from Table 6.2, two 

of the four devices completely pass the MUD compliance testing.  

For example, obtained deviated service of the Axis camera and Nest smoke alarm is IPv4 protocol 0 and this 

was a Type 3 ICMP communication which defines Destination Unreachable message. This kind of 

communication messages are not a part of the legitimate behavior of a device. Therefore, this deviation can 

be considered as a false positive and it is possible to achieve 100% MUD compliance. However, to avoid 

these types of false positives, it is necessary to add more filters while capturing and parsing traffic collection 

for a device. But it is difficult to add filters with respect to every communication types as every service 

include varied protocol requirements. 

As we defined the computations for obtaining the percentage of MUD compliance of a deviceby calculating 

ratio of a list of service descriptions that are not available (#u) with a list of service descriptions available in 

NetFile (#FN).  These expected results and compliance percentage computations are specified in Section 

3.4.Table 6.1 provides different cases to evaluate completeness and correctness of a MUD profile. These 

cases are considered for a single service evaluation and therefore, it is essential to consider a collection of all 

contributing services to calculate correctness and completeness of MUD. When we find a service which is 

not specified in MUD but detected in NetFile, this will contribute to the incompleteness of that MUD 

profile. But it is also important to analyze which service we got as not specified in MUD, because our 

current test environment and Test-architecture is limited to our implementation choices. Therefore, 

incompleteness of MUD is not considered as a valid output. Also for correctness of the services, it is 

necessary to evaluate every service attribute with expected description.  
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As per the MUD RFC standard, it is important to consider the defined policies for any MUD profile while 

mapping to the device network communication. Our testing tool does not consider all the given policies as 

this requirement is out of the thesis scope. But while analyzingtest results, this offers possible reasoning 

behind some of the obtained deviated service descriptions.For example, a policy can define as ‘allow access 

to all local DNS/NTP’ communications. So while considering this policy, in the testing environment it is 

important to analyze DNS and NTP packets and those should be detected in testing. This is essential to 

consider because for all local DNS host definitions for that network are allowed. This makes the MUD 

specification more dynamic because it is difficult to define every possible local communication in a MUD 

profile. Also it is not recommended to use the hard-coded IP addresses in a MUD profile of device.However 

we observed in Belkin Switch,there were some specifiedIP addresses defined for NTP service instead of 

using domain names and this resulted into the deviation of MUD as we did not detect those services in our 

NetFile.So this can provide false positives for testing and this can be taken care while MUD profile 

generation.  

Vulnerability testing is performed in the same test environment and the required network traffic is collected 

as described in Section 3.2. We created an example V-test library to store the vulnerability tests (using tests 

described as in Section 4) for the devices as described in the Section 3.3.We considered common 

vulnerabilities for the test devices such as vulnerabilities related to two best practices such as open ports and 

SSLversion. Network traffic for this testing is gathered as defined in Section 3.2. To perform vulnerability 

testing we create a vulnerability test library to detect known vulnerabilities for devices. As our goal is imply 

to validate that vulnerability testing is feasible we only implement a few tests rather than trying to generate 

an extensive vulnerability test library. 

We used internal port scanning to find out open ports for the devices. When an attacker is already has access 

to the internal network, tofind out the open services and vulnerabilities. It is essential to evaluate the security 

of the services used by the devices in that network. We used a general tool for port scanning that is Nmap 

and the generated results with respect to all four test devices Hue Bridge, Axis Camera, Nest Smoke Alarm 

and Wemo switch. For example, Axis Camera port scanning found 4 open ports with services 80 (HTTP), 

443 (HTTPS), 554 (RTSP) and 1900 (UPnP).These scanning values are used to compare with the V-test 

librarytests as per the defined conditions for the specified ports in Table 4.3. Finding vulnerable port is not 

considered as a direct security risk but these ports can provide access to the web interfaces. This can allow 

an attacker to take control of the server, applications, device or its network.For example, open ports like 

Telnet 23/2323 are used to gain an unauthorized control over IoT devices and use those devices as a bot for 

Mirai attack. We can see the obtained results for V-tests for all 4 test devices in Table 6.3. 
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 IoT Device: Philips Hue 

Bridge 

Axis Camera  Nest Smoke 

alarm 

Belkin Wemo 

Switch 

General 

Information 

Open ports TCP/UDP port 

80 

TCP/UDP port 

80 

- TCP/UDP port 

80 

SSL Version TLS 1.0/1.2 TLS 1.0/1.2 TLS 1.0/1.2 TLS 1.0 

V-tests 

VT-1 OK OK OK OK 

VT-2 OK OK OK OK 

VT-3 OK OK OK OK 

VT-4 V V OK V 

VT-5 V V V V 

Table6.3 V-test results obtained from the vulnerability testing 

After getting these test results as V , OKor not applicable, we can also provide recommendations to reduce 

the security risks We do not perform any device specific vulnerability test and therefore, do not see Not 

Applicable (NA) result.  For example, when vulnerability test VT-4passes for Hue Bridge, it specifies the 

detection of vulnerability. As we can see, we obtained vulnerabilities with respect to VT-4 and VT-5, and 

these define tests for open port: 80 (HTTP) and SSL version usage. When we see a V-test fails that means 

that particular test related vulnerability is not detected for our test devices.We observe that VT-4 V-test 

condition satisfies for Hue Bridge, Axis Camera and Wemo switch and VT-5 test by all the test devices. 

Whereas, all other V-tests are failed foe every device. However as we defined earlier that these V-tests are 

based on the best practices from the available security frameworks and guidelines, these might not be the 

actual threat to the device or network. For instance, we do not investigate further about the obtained 

vulnerability results which might include extensive testing and verification. We can provide a 

recommendation to use FTPS or SFTP instead of FTP[38]. In many cases it is important to check whether 

the use of particular service is actually vulnerable for the device communication in network. Therefore it is 

essential to investigate further about those open ports and the possible affected communications if any. In 

this thesis, we do not provide evidence for these tests further to verify that service as a vulnerable to the 

device or network. Because this testing is not in the actual scope of the thesis and it involves extensive 

testing.V-test library and vulnerability testing demonstrate how we can add this testing functionality to the 

existing MUD. Compliance testing architecture with some additional packet capture. This ultimately helps 

in overall certification of an IoT device as vulnerability testing is a crucial part of it.Together tables 6.1, 6.2 

and 6.3 capture the pre-certification results for the four devices.  In next section we discuss how the tester 

can use these results to provide pre-certification to the IoT devices.  

 

6.3Evaluating Test-architecture and Testenvironment 
 

In this thesis, in order to get MUD compliance and vulnerability testing, we designed basic Test-architecture 

and testing environment (TE). Test-architecture offers various components to achieve MUD and NetFile 

parsing, packet collection,etc. Whereas, test environment provides a network setup to perform all required 
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activities with respect to every component of Test-architecture. In order to verify whether our Test-

architecture can work in a real network, we deployed it in the test environment. Evaluation of Test-

architecture is done using parameters such as ability of every component to perform or update independently 

and how it can contribute to the automated security testing process. Whereas, our test environment is 

assessed based on the completeness of traffic collected.  

The network is similar to a general (smart) home network with an additional component of a test station. As 

defined in the Table 5.2[29,30,31,32], we used four test devices with different connectivity type like wired and 

wireless. The test station comprises of the basic building blocks of the testing architecture shown in Figure 

3.1 and it is a core of this testing environment. The test devices and test station were connected to the local 

gateway using a wired connection with LAN ports and others were connected using Wi-Fi access point 

provided by the local gateway. The test environment also included internet services and controlling device 

such as mobile app to communicate with the test devices. Here controlling device is not an IoT device which 

was a Samsung Tablet.This helped to gather required traffic of the devices as MUD includes all allowed 

incoming and outgoing communications and to perform testing with the MUD services, it was necessary to 

capture all possible network traffic. Therefore our NetFile packet collector was a part of the Test station.  

 

Device / 

Test 

Hue Bridge Axis Camera Nest Smoke 

Alarm 

Belkin WeMo 

Switch 

Basic info about the device 

Total number 

of Services 
39 34 105 36 

Deviation B 

 
1. IPv4 UDP 5353 

2. IPv6 UDP 5353 

3. IPv6 protocol 58 

1. TCP port 8554 NA NA 

u 3 1 0 0 

#FN 36 33 105 36 

Traffic collection (NetFile) evaluation 

collection 

completeness 

% 

92.3 93.8 100 100 

Table 6.4 Summary of traffic collection (NetFile) completeness 

As we discussed possible cases from Table 6.2 with respect to the MUD completeness and correctness, it 

also helped to evaluate our test environment. When we consider traffic collection completeness in Table 6.4, 

it depicts that no NetFile was completely sufficient for the MUD compliance. However, the obtained 

deviation a defined in Table 6.1 considered the services which might not be included in a MUD profile.  

From the results and deviations, only 2 devices Nest Smoke Alarm and Belkin Wemo Switch show the 

completeness of collection. For Hue bridge services such as IPv4 UDP 5353, IPv6 UDP 5353, and IPv6 

protocol 58 are missing from the NetFile services. Similarly, Axis Camera deviation demonstrates that 2 

service descriptions (IPv4 protocol 0, IPv4 protocol 68) are not offered by the dataset collection and a 

service description with TCP port 8554 is missing from the NetFile. However, in case of the devices Nest 

Smoke Alarm and Belkin Wemo switch, all MUD service descriptions could be detected in its NetFile but 

service descriptions IPv6 protocol 0 and IPv4 protocol 68 are missing from the NetFile. These results 
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illustrate that for the Nest smoke alarm and Belkin Wemo switch devices, our test environment could collect 

all the required services. Whereas for Hue Bridge and Axis Camera failed tocollect all the services that they 

have in MUD; therefore those devices are not 100% with its collection completeness. 

From Table 6.1, we observed that when there is a case 3 of, our test environment can be proven as 

incomplete. This happens when we could not capture and detect all the communications that are allowed and 

defined in a MUD profile. We defined computation of collection completeness for our test environment in 

Section 3.4. We can see that the test devices BelkinWemo switch and Nest Smoke alarm provided more 

accurate traffic collection than Axis Camera and Hue Bridge.  

Our test environment is not just about the traffic collection but also with a basic architecture to provide pre-

certification testing to the IoT devices, which are using MUD specifications. The basic building blocks of 

the test environment are applicable to other MUD-like specifications with some minimal changes in the 

parsing. But conceptual model can work in a similar manner as it will provide compliance testing with 

respect to the behavior of a device. Moreover, our current implementation of a basic architecture is flexible 

as every component is independent of each other for example; MUD parser, NetFile parser and V-test 

library are separate components and can be replaced with other possible components with the similar 

specifications. Even if we have a new specification like MUD which defines communication services for a 

device, then we can modify our MUD parser with respect to the new specification format and can still 

extract the required service descriptions for a test device. 

The test results and test environment evaluation provides the insight about how IoT device pre-certification 

testing architecture can work. As we discussed in Section 2.3 about IoT certification, it is difficult to 

automate every important factor that can provide complete security testing for a device. We considered 

Network traffic, Device network services and Device web interface from OWASP categories for testing, 

which can be partially satisfied using MUD specification. Therefore this can contribute to the overall 

security testing of a device for its pre-certification. 
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7. Discussion and Conclusion 
 

In this section, we discuss the findings based on implementation of the Test-architecture, possible impact of 

this thesis and recommendations. Furthermore, we conclude this thesis by answering the defined research 

questions.  

 

7.1 Discussion 
 

During this execution of this work we made different findings that contribute to our research goal as well as 

other possible uses of the architecture. We discuss these findings below, starting with those related to MUD 

compliance testing, then look at other pre-certification steps and finally we discuss potential uses beyond 

pre-certification.  

We designed an adaptable Test-architecture to provide MUD compliance testing. MUD compliance testing 

can provide market-confidence to manufacturers to promote their device as MUD compliant. It can also be a 

starting point for device’s security certification. The obtained results of the compliance testing with several 

sample IoT devices (Section 6.2) demonstrate that it is possible to map MUD specifications to the 

communication obtained from the actual network behavior. We do so by parsing both types of information 

to extract service descriptions. Our test environment also illustrates how the required information about the 

communication, i.e. the network behavior, of the devices to be tested can be collected.  

Our implementation shows feasibility of the compliance testing; we show that non-compliance of devices 

can be found (all 4 devices show services not mentioned in their MUD profile). We also evaluate the 

coverage of the network traffic collection. The existing procedure gives a network file that is complete for 2 

of the devices. In total four services of the other two devices were not found.  However, these services could 

be found with adding additional packet collection steps. Thus we believe the implementation demonstrates 

that compliance testing in this manner is feasible.Having established feasibility of the compliance testing, 

the next goal of our research is to investigate automation of this testing. . Our results show how to setup the 

analysis environment for devices to enable automated testing.Automated testing reduces the need of manual 

involvement in repetitive tasks such as MUD profile parsing, tests executions.In this way our architecture 

supports the testing of multiple devices. Thus, the effort required to perform MUD compliance testing for 

different devices is reduced.  

Compliance testing for the four devices is fully automated. Incompleteness of the packet collection 

illustrates that devices with new types of services may require extension of this part of the architecture 

before automated testing. Introduction of new (e.g. proprietary) services would thus require manual effort 

making testing not fully automated. 

The scalable approach used, with the Test-architecture comprising mostly independent components, makes 

these components reusable in the certification process, for example for other types of testing. Such other 

tests could, for example, be based on access control specification mechanismsthat offer an alternative to 

MUD.  Vulnerability testing can also reuse the setup for gathering network files with minimal changes to the 

device’s traffic collection. This is demonstrated by adding the vulnerability testing component. This addition 

illustrates how, with minimal changes, tests based on security best practices can be performed which check 

for vulnerabilities by looking at the network communications. Our vulnerability testing implementation is 

only a proof of concept; it can be broadened a lot with both common and device-specific tests. 

The target of pre-certification is adherence to security specifications.  However, there is not a unique 

standard framework and guidelines for IoT security. As discussed in Section 2.4 different security 
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frameworks and guidelines exist that are relevant to IoT certification.However, only few of the guidelines 

cover possible attacks and vulnerabilities related to device network access policy. Those that do tend to be 

quite general making it difficult to translate these to concrete tests that can be run in our Test-architecture. 

We observe that OWASP framework provides a good starting point by offering categorization with different 

perspectives such as security guidance for manufacturers, developers and testers. It defines attack surfaces 

and corresponding vulnerabilities to it. This helps to analyze correlation between attacks, vulnerabilities and 

respective security guidelines.Using OWASP security guidance with respect to attack surface would allow 

extending our Test-architecture with more test components like web applications or cloud services. 

However, more is still needed such as a better understanding of the relation between attack surface and 

vulnerabilities and its impact on testing. 

While pre-certification using MUD can aid in certification of IoT-devices, the fact that there is not a clear 

single target for the certification makes it difficult to quantify how much the pre-certification is contributing. 

Currently, there is no common quantifying approach that can provide a means to calculate this contribution.  

Yet, if we consider the OWASP attack surface areas, we see that 3 (Device web interface, Device network 

service and Network traffic) out of 15 defined categories could be covered by our Test-architecture. 

Automated MUD compliance checking could be useful for more that the pre-certification as shown from 

discussions with experts at SIDN and Cisco. Manufacturers of devices will have to define MUD profiles for 

their devices. As incomplete or incorrect MUD profiles can cause network inconsistency or increase the 

attack surface having high quality MUD profiles is essential. Recall from Figure 6.1 that deviations found 

may indicate incompleteness or incorrectness of the MUD. As such the compliance checking also serves as a 

quality check for the MUD profile itself.  Such quality checks are especially important for tools that aim at 

automating the MUD profile generation. 

In this thesis we use MUD in a different way than originally intended, namely for pre-certification. Other 

alternative uses of MUD may also be interesting. For example, as mentioned in Section 2.1.2 MUD may be 

used to perform intrusion detection in a network [3]. We believe that, even though MUD is advised for the 

limited purpose devices, it is interesting to see if MUD can be applied for the specific functionalities to a 

multipurpose device.  

 

 

7.2Conclusion 
 

In this thesis, we demonstrated that MUD can be used to perform compliance testing and can play a vital 

role in the device certification process.Goal of this thesis is to analyze whether MUD can be useful in 

overall pre-certification testing and to what extent this testing can be automated. Therefore, to achieve our 

thesis goal, we could answer the defined research questions as below: 

(i) Which building blocks are required to achieve the security testing for pre-certification using MUD 

and device’s network behavior? 

In order to define the building blocks for pre-certification testing using MUD, we analyzed the basic 

requirements of a MUD related testing and then defined a basic test architecture for pre-certification. This 

architecture shows the involved activities such as packet collection, MUD parser and NetFile parser, and 

automated testing tool.  

(ii How to automatically map and compare MUD specifications with the network behavior of a 

device? 
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It was initially challenging to directly map between MUD profiles’ and network files’ services, due to their 

format variations. But, then we converted the required information to the common format (service 

descriptions) and provide these files as inputs to the automated test tool.  As we understand, automation can 

play an important role in testing; we could successfully automate mapping and comparison between the 

MUD and NetFile services. This is achieved using an example implementation of the automated test tool.  

(iii) How far MUD compliance and vulnerability testing can be automated and to what degree it can 

benefit the pre-certification of a device? 

We demonstrated  an example implementation ofthe automated test tool and, illustrate the MUD compliance 

and vulnerability testing using it. It depicts that automating processes involved in the testing and 

certification can be possible if that process is given with a common ground for different scenarios. For 

instance, here we got MUD profiles as a common ground to automate testing using it. Otherwise, if we 

consider the variety of devices and their network scenarios, it is difficult to automate every procedure that 

can be applicable for the multiple devices. 

Moreover, our results show that we can successfully automate compliance testing using MUD and also some 

common vulnerability testing.. The overall Test-architecture, experiments, test results and evaluation 

provide a confidence to use MUD specification for pre-certification testing. This successfully contributes to 

the pre-certification testing with a real-world MUD supported device.   

Finally, from our results and analysis, it is possible to use MUD specification to successfully perform 

security testing of a device. It covers one important aspect the of network security testing and this can 

reduce the attacking surface for a device and network. However, to achieve completely successful MUD 

compliance testing, we have to wait for the legitimate MUD profiles from those device manufacturers. 

Another important finding of this thesis is that we can use our basic testing architecture even if we get other 

access control specification like MUD. This can be achieved with minimal changes in our architecture as all 

the testing building blocks are independently designed and developed. This pre-certification and 

demonstrated testing can give a new means to define security measures for the devices.   

 

 

7.4 Future Work 
 

This thesis can be improved in different ways by overcoming significant challenges for our testing 

architecture. As we discussed earlier, the overall MUD compliance can be achieved with a legitimate profile 

use and moreover, we can define more tests for a device specific to perform extensive vulnerability testing.  

Also in order to achieve more accurate testing results, we can improve our packet collection and service 

parsing mechanism. This can be added with some extended packet collection mechanisms to capture all the 

required network communication. It is also possible to analyze and evaluate more common grounds for the 

MUD supported devices to perform automated vulnerability testing. That means, we will have more shared 

V-tests for different devices.  

In future, it is also possible to define the device classes depending on their functionalities, so that it can help 

to define device specific tests (in case of vulnerability testing). Currently used MUD profiles are generated 

using white-listing model (i.e. comprising only accept rules for communications), it is necessary to add 

conditions to check for the drop rules. To add this functionality, we need to add additional modules mainly 

to the MUD parser and automated testing tool.   
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Moreover, we can add more testing features considering cloud and mobile applications that are currently out 

of scope of this thesis and it would be interesting to evaluate how current architecture cope up with those 

extensions. It is also important to find out computing measures to define overall contribution of security 

testing approaches in device certification.Currently MUD specification provides only whitelisting approach 

and therefore if it includes denied services, we need to add parsing technique for blacklisting approach. 

Therefore, we can make our Test-architecture building blocks more solid to cope up with the future MUD 

advancements.  
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9. Appendix 
 

A. YANG model 
 

Here, representation of YANG model is given, which help to understand structure of MUD specification.  

 
  module ietf-mud { 

 

    yang-version 1.1; 

 

    namespace 

      "urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-mud"; 

 

    prefix ietf-mud; 

 

    import ietf-access-control-list { 

      prefix acl; 

    } 

    import ietf-yang-types { 

      prefix yang; 

    } 

    import ietf-inet-types { 

      prefix inet; 

    } 

 

    organization 

      "IETF OPSAWG (Ops Area) Working Group"; 

 

    description 

      "This YANG module defines a component that augments the 

     IETF description of an access list.  This specific module 

     focuses on additional filters that include local, model, 

     and same-manufacturer. 

 

     This module is intended to be serialized via JSON and stored 

     as a file, as described in RFC XXXX [RFC Editor to fill in with 

     this document #]. 

 

    revision "2017-10-07" { 

      description 

        "Initial proposed standard."; 

      reference 

        "RFC XXXX: Manufacturer Usage Description 

        Specification"; 

 

    } 

 

 

typedef direction { 

      type enumeration { 

enum "to-device" { 

          value 0; 

          description 

http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-access-control-list
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-yang-types
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-inet-types
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            "packets or flows destined to the target 

           Thing"; 

        } 

enum "from-device" { 

          value 1; 

          description 

            "packets or flows destined from 

           the target Thing"; 

        } 

      } 

      description 

        "Which way are we talking about?"; 

    } 

 

container mud { 

      presence 

        "Enabled for this particular MUD URL"; 

      description 

        "MUD related information, as specified 

       by RFC-XXXX [RFC Editor to fill in]."; 

uses mud-grouping; 

    }  // container mud 

 

grouping mud-grouping { 

      description 

        "Information about when support end(ed), and 

       when to refresh"; 

leaf mud-url { 

        type inet:uri; 

        mandatory true; 

        description 

          "This is the MUD URL associated with the entry found 

         in a MUD file."; 

      } 

 

leaf last-update { 

        type yang:date-and-time; 

        mandatory true; 

        description 

          "This is intended to be when the current MUD files 

         was generated.  MUD Controllers SHOULD NOT check 

         for updates between this time plus cache validity"; 

      } 

 

leaf cache-validity { 

        type uint8 { 

          range "1..168"; 

        } 

        units "hours"; 

        default "48"; 

        description 

          "The information retrieved from the MUD server is 

         valid for these many hours, after which it should 

         be refreshed.  N.B. MUD controller implementations 

         need not discard MUD files beyond this period."; 

      } 

http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-mud#mud-grouping.83
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-inet-types/2013-07-15#uri.419
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-yang-types/2013-07-15#date-and-time.300
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leaf is-supported { 

        type boolean; 

        mandatory true; 

        description 

          "This boolean indicates whether or not the Thing is 

         currently supported by the manufacturer."; 

      } 

 

leaf systeminfo { 

        type inet:uri; 

        description 

          "A URL to a description of this Thing.  This 

         should be a brief localized description.  The 

         reference text should be no more than octets. 

systeminfo may be displayed to the user to 

         determine whether to allow the Thing on the 

         network."; 

      } 

 

leaf-list extensions { 

        type string { 

          length "1..40"; 

        } 

        description 

          "A list of extension names that are used in this MUD 

         file.  Each name is registered with the IANA and 

         described in an RFC."; 

      } 

 

container from-device-policy { 

        description 

          "The policies that should be enforced on traffic 

         coming from the device. These policies are not 

         necessarily intended to be enforced at a single 

         point, but may be rendered by the controller to any 

         relevant enorcement points in the network or 

         elsewhere."; 

uses access-lists; 

      }  // container from-device-policy 

 

container to-device-policy { 

        description 

          "The policies that should be enforced on traffic 

         going to the device. These policies are not 

         necessarily intended to be enforced at a single 

         point, but may be rendered by the controller to any 

         relevant enorcement points in the network or 

         elsewhere."; 

uses access-lists; 

      }  // container to-device-policy 

    }  // grouping mud-grouping 

 

grouping access-lists { 

      description 

        "A grouping for access lists in the context of device 

http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-inet-types/2013-07-15#uri.419
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-mud#access-lists.162
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-mud#access-lists.162
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       policy."; 

container access-lists { 

        description 

          "The access lists that should be applied to traffic 

           to or from the device."; 

list access-list { 

          key "acl-nameacl-type"; 

          description 

            "Each entry on this list refers to an ACL that 

             should be present in the overall access list 

             data model. Each ACL is identified by name and 

             type."; 

leaf acl-name { 

            type leafref { 

              path 

                "/acl:access-lists/acl:acl/acl:acl-name"; 

            } 

            description 

              "The name of the ACL for this entry."; 

          } 

 

leaf acl-type { 

            type identityref { 

              base acl:acl-base; 

            } 

            description 

              "The type of the ACL for this entry.  The name is 

             scoped ONLY to the MUD file, and may not be unique 

             in any other circumstance."; 

          } 

        }  // list access-list 

      }  // container access-lists 

    }  // grouping access-lists 

 

augment /acl:access-lists/acl:acl/acl:aces/acl:ace/acl:matches { 

      description 

        "adding abstractions to avoid need of IP addresses"; 

container mud-acl { 

        description "MUD-specific matches."; 

leaf manufacturer { 

          type inet:host; 

          description 

            "A domain that is intended to match the authority 

           section of the MUD URL. This node is used to specify 

           one or more manufacturers a device should 

           be authorized to access."; 

        } 

 

leaf same-manufacturer { 

          type empty; 

          description 

            "This node matches the authority section of the MUD URL 

           of a Thing.  It is intended to grant access to all 

           devices with the same authority section."; 

        } 

 

http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-mud#acl-name.177
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-mud#acl-type.184
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-access-control-list/2017-10-03#acl-base.111
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-access-control-list/2017-10-03#matches.422
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-inet-types/2013-07-15#host.409
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leaf model { 

          type inet:uri; 

          description 

            "Devices of the specified  model type will match if 

           they have an identical MUD URL."; 

        } 

 

leaf local-networks { 

          type empty; 

          description 

            "IP addresses will match this node if they are 

           considered local addresses.  A local address may be 

           a list of locally defined prefixes and masks 

           that indicate a particular administrative scope."; 

        } 

 

leaf controller { 

          type inet:uri; 

          description 

            "This node names a class that has associated with it 

           zero or more IP addresses to match against.  These 

           may be scoped to a manufacturer or via a standard 

           URN."; 

        } 

 

leaf my-controller { 

          type empty; 

          description 

            "This node matches one or more network elements that 

           have been configured to be the controller for this 

           Thing, based on its MUD URL."; 

        } 

      }  // container mud-acl 

    } 

 

augment /acl:access-lists/acl:acl/acl:aces/acl:ace/acl:matches/acl:tcp-acl { 

      description 

        "Adding domain names to matching"; 

leaf direction-initiated { 

        type direction; 

        description 

          "This node matches based on which direction a 

         connection was initiated. The means by which that 

         is determined is discussed in this document."; 

      } 

    } 

  }  // module ietf-mud 

  

http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-inet-types/2013-07-15#uri.419
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-inet-types/2013-07-15#uri.419
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-access-control-list/2017-10-03#tcp-acl.494
http://www.netconfcentral.org/modules/ietf-mud#direction.58
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B. MUD Parser, NetFile Parser and V-Test Library 
 

We have defined MUD parser and NetFile parser in our Test-architecture. Below parsing screenshots will 

give you better understanding of the extraction of information from a MUD profile and from PCAP file. We 

also demonstrate a V-Test library example for vulnerability testing which is from sample database table. 

B.1 PCAP Parsing 
[Input] Example Packet[PCAP] in Wireshark: 

 

 

[Input] PCAP converted into JSON format: 

 

 

 

Eth address of a device  

(Philips Hue Lamp) 

Eth address for Broadcast 
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[Code] Parsing PCAP-JSON input file: 

 

 

B.2 MUD Profile Parsing 
 

[Input] MUD Profile in JSON format: 
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[Code] Parsing MUD-JSON input file: 
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[Output] Services Extraction from MUD [JSON] profile: 

 

 

B.3 V-Test Library 
 

[Input] Protocol Library: 
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C. Example Test Conditions Involved In MUD Compliance Testing 
 

Terms Used: 

• SD: Service Description 

• ESD: Extended Service Description 

 

Condition 1 

Check if  {all_services}SD ==  {all_services}ED  then a device is 100% MUD compliant 

Condition 2 

     Check if  {all_services}SD !=  {all_services}ED  then calculate deviation percentage using both MUD and 

NetFile Services 

 


